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inn that "the disaster had given an
opportunity for a display of heroism
and devotion to duty which had main
tained the best traditions of the
mercantile marine. '

New Was Suppressed
New York, May 2. Senator William Alden Smith of Michigan, chairman Of the senate committee investigating the Titanic disaster, announTODAY OPENS ced today he would hold no public
LORD MERE8EY
hearing during the two days he will
OF TITANINVESTIGATION
here. He expects to inve.-t- i
spend
IC DISASTER.
gate chiefly the report that news or
the Titanic disaster reached New
RE LAYS DOWN THE RULES York Monday morning, April 15.

HtCK

The fact that the Titanic had sunk
was announced Monday evening by
INQUIRY WILL BE ALONG CER- P. A. S. Franklin, vice president of
TAIN WELL DEFINED LINES
the White Star line, who has test!
fied that he did not learn of the ves
OF PROCEDURE.
sel's fate until a few minutes before
announcement whb mndo
MODEL OF THE SUNKEN SHIP
Itmay Sails for Home.
J. Bruce Ismay, managing director
of the International
Mercantile MaCOMMISSIONERS 8IT BEFORE EX
rina sailed for his home in England
ACT REPRESENTATION OF
today on the White Star liner AdriDESTROYED VESSEL.
atic. Mr. Ismay said he was worn
out and there was nothing to add to
London, May 2. Lord Meresey, in his testimony regarding the Titanic
his capacity as wreck commissioner, disaster.
and five assessors who will advise
Bodies of Victims Buried.
him in his questioning on the techniHalifax, N. S., May 2. The last
calities of nautical affairs, today held
the first session of the board of trade identified dead recovered from the
inquiry into the loss of the White lost Titanic probably will leave HaliTomorrow afternoon
Star steamer Titanic, In point of in- fax today.
terest to the public and the import- those bodies that remain will be burance of its results on the iaws govern- ied in three cemeteries here overing the mercantile marine, the inves- looking the sea. No further identifitigation promises to overshadow all cations were made today.
Some 70 or 80 burials will be made
previous tribunals of a similar chartomorrow. Not all of the ceremonies
acter.
From the 26 questions which the will be over unidentified dead, for the
attorney general announced would be relatives of many that have been
taken up, it became evident the in- Identified, have found graves for them
quiry woufld cover practically the here. The belief here Is that the
same ground as the investigation by cable ship Mlnia which Is expected in
the committee of the American sen- pojrt next week, has picked up pracate, but would be conducted more in tically all the bodies that remain to
accordance with the procedure of a be found.
The Mlnia's captain has been noticourt of law and deal definitely with
fied to refrain from sending word of
stated cases.
Eight questions, Sir Rufus Daniel any further recoveries unless the newIsaacs said, would relate to happen- ly discovered bodies are identified,
ings before the 'casualty; Bix to warn- since the mere mention ot finding
ings gWen to thei Titanic and the re- more bodies might arouse false hopes
sulting precautions tak n ; ten to the in those whose dead still are missing,
evcasualty! itself and consequent
Search for Bodies Abandoned
ents; one to the eequipment and construction of the vessel; and the last
New York, May 2. The Western
to the rules of the merchant ship- Union cable steamer Minia,
which
ping act.
has been searching the scene of the
A 20 foot model of the Titanic car- Titanic wreck for bodies, is returning
rying 16 miniature lifeboats, and a to Halifax with 15 bodies and will
big chart of the North Atlantic were dock Monday, according to a wireless
prominently displayed before the in- message received here today by the
vestigators. In front of the platform White Star line. This means, offiwhich they occupied were seated 100 cials of the line state, that the search
members of the bar representing va- for bodies has been abandoned for the
rious interests involved and 100 newspresent and may be postponed inpaper men.
definitely.
The only reference to the American
investigation was Sir Rufus' anto visit Mcdonald.
nouncement that owing to the detenKansas City, Mo., May 2. Kdwin
tion of many witnesses for the senatorial inquiry in the United States, J. Becker, secretary of tne Trans
the testimony would not be presented Mississippi commercial congress, will
In a logical order. The seamen who leave next week for an extended trip
arrived from New York on the Lap- among the governors of western
land first were called as witnesses as states to interest them in the conto the construction and equipment of gress, which is to be held in Salt
Lake City August 27 to 30. He will
the Titanic.
Thomas
Lord Meresey recognized
try to get them together on important
Scanlon, member of parliament or western measures.
Mr. Becker will visit Governor V
the north division of Sligo, who apof New Mexico, Governor
fireDonald
and
seamen's
for
the
peared
men's union and an attorney for the Hunt of Arizona, Governor Johnson
merchants service guild, and took un- of California, Governor Hay of Was'
der consideration the application for ington, Governor Hawley of Idaho
representation of the Seafarers union, and Governor Norris of Montana.
association
the, Ship Constructors'
and the Mercantile Officers' union.
The scene of the hearing was the
POPE RULES AGAINST
armory of the Scottish Rifles, which
with its broad drill floor, with two
rows of galleries, affords accommodaD. AND R. G. RAILWAY
tion for several hundred persons.
When the inquiry opened not more
than 100 spectators were present and FEDERAL JUDGE DECIDES CORPOTHE
VIOLATED
RATION
the majority of these were women.
SIXTEEN-HOULAW.
Because the acoustics proved to be
poor, Lord Meresey recommended
.Santa Fe, N. M., May 2. Federal
that the board of trade provide anroom.
other
Judge Pope today found the Denver
Sir Rufus said during the hearing: and Rio Grande railroad guilty of the
e
violation of the federal hours of
"I desire on behalf of the governact on four counts, and, while
ment to express the deepest sympathy for all thosei who mourn the the fine is only $25 and costs, yet,
loss of relatives and friends among the decision passed on Important law
the passengers, the officers and crew points, holding that, even though a
vessel. The accident train is held 55 minutes on a siding
of the
exceeded in magnitude and in har- to allow another train to pass, even
rowing incidents any disaster in the though the headlight of the waiting
history of the mercantile marine. I train is extinguished, the switch
can not forbear paying a tribute to the braketnan sleeping and the enginthose whose devotion
duty and eer reading, yet such interval do:
heroic
maintained the train is extinguished, switch locked,
secutive hours, nor are the 15 m. fbest traditions of the sea."
iStr Robert Plnlay, chief counsel lutes that trainmen were busy before
for tha White Star Steamship com- the starting time) of the train deductpany, seconded these remarks, repeat- - ed from the 16 hourl, '
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No Mao's Troubles are

as Large as He
Thinks

CITY EDITION.
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Dlaced the local pastor In charge of
that work. Turning from this the reconport condemned the
gregational system of calling pastors
for local churches which was said to
have become general in Methodism.
Referring to discussions in the
church publications, the report said
"We understand the church main
tains a press for the advocacy of her
doctrines and the defense of her pol
PROPOSED
BASI8
MANY
OF ACRES SENATE PA8SES BILL LIMITING THE HEADS OF METHODIST DEOF AGREETHOUSANDS
Icy when assailed, not as a free forINSTITUAND
MENT VOTED DOWN BY MINOFFICIALS'
NOMINATION CONDEMN IT
OF LOUISIANA LAND ARE
um for the vagaries of writers who
TIONS' EXPENDITURES.
ERS AND OPERATORS.
VIGOROUSLY
INUNDATED
measure all problems by their own
dooryards, or officially to sanction the
promoters of disaffection. While we CHECK SYSTEM
AT ISSUE
PEOPLE FLEE TO HIGH PLACES FEW EXCEPTIONS ARE NAMED CONTROLLED BY FREE THINKERS would not restrain
dignified and legitimate discussion of proposed amendCERTAIN INSTITUTIONS MAY GO ITS COLUMNS ARE GIVEN OVER ments or reforms, we deprecate ad- UNION
MEMBERS INSIST
UPON
IN VICINITY OF TORRA8 NUMERPURCHASIN
LIMIT
intemBEYOND
of
and
mission
RECOGNITION
BY
EMPLOYER8
OF UNOROUS PERSON8 HAD NARROW-ESCAPETO DISCUSSIONS
ING FOOD AND CLOTHES
perate criticisms of our policy, or
OF THEIR ORGANIZATION
THODOX THEORIES
FROM DEATH
church agencies."
One of the proposals before this
CONVICT FARM UNDER WATER MUCH BUSINESS TRANSACTED SOMETHING RADICALLY WRONG conference Is that the bishops be SPURN SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT
placed In definite charge of the work
In
the territory adjacent to their IT RECOMMENDED A NUMBER OF
HOUSE
MORN
THE
THIS
UPPER
STATE
OF QUADRENNIAL CONSUFFERS SEVERE LOSS
REPORT
episcopal residences. On this point
ING PLUNGED DEEPLY INTO
SAFEGUARDS FOR WORKIS
WHEN SUGAR PLANTATION IS
8AYS CHURCH
FERENCE
the report said:
WORK.
REAL
MEN AND OWNERS.
GIVEN WETTING
NOT GAINING GROUND
"We ask the fixing of two or three
more episcopal residences In this)
Santa Fe, ij. M., May 2 The sn
New York, May 2. The full comat strategic centers. With
2.
Critic
country
2.
The second
Torras, La., May
Minneapolis, Minn., May
ate this morning passed Senate Bill
mittee
of anthracite
operators and
line of levees protecting the state
of the condition which enabled these additions we believe that areas
No. 92, which prohibits officials ot ism
down
miners
voted
the agree
so
can
today
be
for
episcopal supervision
convict plantation bt Angola,
La, the state from exceeding their appro- the church to gain "less than two
to them by
was
ment
submitted
that
as
to
cities
to
the
residence
related
In
the
broke this afternoon. Within a short
cent in its membership
of the operators
the
priations. This is one of the most per
that the meet the express desire for continutime the 5,000 acres wore inundated.
and
charges
last
year"
so
of
matters
far
to
the controversy
miners
settle
and
important
legislation
resident
bishops
used "as a ous oversight by
The state recently complete o a half considered. For the past 20
over the question of Increased
years church press was being
restrictof
the
infraction
without
disany
of
milion dollar sugar refinery and this
every legislature has had to meet ser- free forum by the promoters
wages and other questions in the anwill be flooded. All hope of closing ious deficiencies of the state schools affection" were made in the bishops' ive rules."
thracite region.
commis
The conference ordered a
the Torras crevasse was abondoned and offficers. There are many defi- report to the quadrennial general conThe conference of operators and
to
the
-sion
Investigate
appointed
onference be'veen Gov ciencies pending at this time. Before ference of the Methodist Episcopal
following
which was expected by the
workers,
episcopal supervision of the 325,000
ernor Sanders and state engineers passing! the bill, the senate amended church today.
to take favorable acstates.
members In southern
The crevas.59 bud widened tc near- It to permit the insane asylum at
on
tion
the
Tho renort. known as the 'episco negro
agreement,
adjourned sub18 bishops William W. Lucas of Meridian, Misof the chairman. It
ly 700 feet and the levee was crum- Las Vegas, the Miner's hospital at
to
call
by
the
was
signed
address"
ject
pal
Raton, the penitentiary at Santa Fe, ,
bling away rapidly.
ix bishops In foreign slppl, charged that although Bishop was announced that cuspension qt
as the Thomas B. Neely's residence was fix work throughout the antnracite fields
school
at
the
blind
Alamogordo,
News that the engineers had given
and is regarded
countries,
New Orleans, the bishop had
deaf and dumb school at San
.
would continue.
oni document to come ed as
up all hope of closing the Torras and the
there not more than 30 days
resided
to
ta
contains
for
Fe
exceed
the
of the anthraIt
appropriations
aa
The
town
to
was
flashed
crevasse
Terence,
every
food
in the last four years. Mr. Lucas and cite coal operators and the United
of purchasing
and
on the west side of the river within purpose
recommendations
other southern delegates declared Mine Workers of America submitted
clothes only and for no other pur- the bishops'
and ponw
a radius of 50 miles. It means the
was done in order that future guidance
This
pose!.
- that unless the negro members secur to the joint conference of the full
was reau
abandonment of thousands of homes
the inmates might not suffer while hurch . The reportnf Washington, D. ed the leadership they sought they committees held here this afternoon
In the territory south of Torras and
the legislature was not in session op Kan .
the agreement reached on the dennon which the threatened to separate.
property damage that will run into Such deficits, however, would not be C. Another
mands of the miners for an Increase In
worthe millions.
have been at
,Bhons
large.
"
"
t-wages, recognition of the union, a
at Ha.uELEVATOR FALLS
The Angola break is across the riv- The. senate ,lso passed Senate Bill last eeneral conference
to- shorter working day and , other '
T.
P.
?.
n- Will
Albumiprnue. N. M.. May
.
,
er from Totras crevasse and ,esj n0. 78, fixing the team ot court in tour
The proposed agreement,
McFarland, foreman for Louis Ilfeld, changes.
than six miles distant. The flood wa- the Eighth district; Senate Bill No. morrow.
to ratification by
is
which
reoort. wool and
subject
pelt dealer, and his helper,
ters on the Angola side will cover 26, to repeal the law requiring district
committee and the miners,
the
Joint
both
escaped
Feliton Mares,
narrowly
"
thousands of acres of fine farming attorneys to file bonds; Senate Bill "
mm wo serious Injury yesterday when an ele- provides for a four year contract, an
,: ,
land along the east bank as far down No. 81, by Walton, forbidding the deof 10 per cent, abolition ot
vator in which the two men were increase
as Bayou Sara and St. Franclsville, posit of garbage or filth near
the
sliding scale, indirect recognistanding, was suddenyy precipitated tion of the union and other concesnnd probably will return to the Misbuilding, public roae. or private
Bfeld
from the second floor of the
but contains no
residence; Senate Bill No. 100, fixing Hons of Qoun'osissippi near Morganza, La.
ntenance. building to the basement. Mr. McFar- sions to the miners,
amount of fees to be charged by
a
of
shorter
mention
day.
working
On anxious appeals for help, relief the
dox glares
mta land sustained broken bones in his The
the secretary of state and requiring
was in part:
agreement
ana
was
was rushed from every direction toand
shames
,n any left foot and other injuries
him to turn the money over to the It
"To the joint committee ot miners
or
day to persons in the flood territory
ttleB?. No taken to St. Joseph's hospital for
ave honors
state
treasurer.
nand
operators:
in
crevasse
does
affected by last night's
to treatment, emergency aid having first
that
The senate tabled indefinitely Sen- army
the undersigned, repe
"Gentlemen,
Fell-tohere.
near
A.
Dr.
levees
J.
that
been
the Mississippi
Reidy.
given by
post
ate Bill No. 75, an act to define aban- marvel
the
appointresenting
Mares also sustained injuries to
From many river points steamers and
tsolve into
Philadonment and seduction; Senate Bill
in
session
at
ed
your
you
by
five
be
and
bruises,
his feet and scratches
sasoline launches arrived and
reNo. 52, gdving equal property rights
10
to
on
April
beg
delphia
trains came to take aboard refugees to women; Senate Bill No. 35,
ing taken to his home on West Goli commend for
an
consideration
fixing
your
atafter his case had been
and livestock.
This was a
j Qi8. avenue,
the death penalty by electrocution;
terms
and
on
follows
the
adjustment
break, Senate Bill No. 40, prohibing nepot- toWng
In anticipation of a levee
wUo Jurlsidc-tric- t tended by Dr. J. F. Pearce. The ac- conditions :
is
when
the
it
was
cident
said,
caused,
bishops,
of
the railroad companies had placed ism ; Senate Bill No. 47, requiring pay"That the terms and conditions
elevator stuck, and an effort was
cattle cars at all sidings south of ment, by cash or checks of even tion now is
th, as
awarded
by the anthracite coal strike
to
it
start
opera
made by bystander
Torras, and these are being loaded date, the wages of employes who quit reasons for tne
and supplemented by the
commission
ating again. It is believed a cable
and moved to high ground. At Letts-wort- h or are discharged by employers. The set forth, were
subsequent thereto be
agreements
like
broke, preciplatlng the elevator
and other small towns, men, senate this morning received the
a further period of four
who
for
continued
aPPUt:e
members
to
the
basement.
a
flash
that an
women and children welcomed the house medical bill, which was reyears ending March 31, 1916, except
opportunity to share cattle cars with ferred to the committee on judiciary move from a
in the following particulars,
STORM SINKS BATTLESHIP.
and which will probably have a pub- out their cnurc
their cows and horses.
"The contract rates and wage scale
"
soon.
Constantinople, May 2. A dispatch
from membership after the report
Couriers, rode all night through the lic hearing
for
ajll employes shall be Increased
...
illation."
Tunis
more
from
has been received
The state senate disposed of
saying
a lair
lowlands south of here warning percent over and above the con10
fact
per
measures this forenoon than it had said, "reveals the astounding
. that the Italian battleship Re TJmber-tsons who are without telephone conrates and wage scales adopted
tuau
has been driven by a storm on the tract
the preceding 52
that probably not less
nections. During the morning no altogether during
anthracite coal strike commisthe
rocks and sunk at a point on th by
days of the session; It addressed a
as
effective) April 1, 1903. The
sion
ward was received of life loss, but memorial
coast near Zuara.
v
previously passed by the
us
reckless
several hundred head of cattle were
by
provisions of the sliding scale are by
tace
house, to congress asking for a speNevertheless we stl
Mutual consent abolished.
process.
drowned.
our distinct
cific duty of 20 cents per pound on
patent fact that
"At each mine there shail be a
The flood waters from the new cre- scoured wool with allowance for
IN
JEIHEZ
LANDSLIDE
not
empharizare
doctrines
being
ive
vasse will inundate sections of eight shrinkage and a corresponding duty
grievance committee consisting of not
or, where
ed as they were once,
destructive
most
more than three employes, and such
be
will
but
on manufactured wool. In both houses
parishes,
for the time
MOUNTAIN SECTION committee shall, under the terms of
in Pointe Coupee, West Baton Rouge all the republicans in the house, all preached, are discredited
world drunk with
this agreement, take up for adjustand Eberville parishes, where millions the democrats except one, and in the by a gainsaying
with
sated
and
enment
with the proper officials of the
vain
philosophies
is
of
property
of dollars worth
senate, all the democrats except six
BUREAU
RECEIVES company all grievances referred to
WEATHER
indulgences."
and
gluttonous
finest
sugar
The
voted
it.
for
dangered.
NEWS OF REMARKABLE SINKthem by employes who have first
Pleading for an emphasis on the
rice plantations of the state probably
ING Or 1 HE EARTH
the
taken
IN
doctrines,
TODAY
CONGRESS
up said grievance with the foredistinctive
14
other
Wesleyan
of
will be inundated, parts
failed to effect proper set2.
man
and
Met
Senate:
Washington, May
report said they were the only power
parishes in Louisiana are flooded from
N. M , May 2 The weath tlement of the same.
Santa
Fe,
noon.
at
vice.
nation
save
the
to
against
previous levee breaches.
"Contract miners shall have the
River and harbors appropriation
"Where Is the evidence that science er bureau reports a remarkable landWomen screaming and men shoutof
west
Fe
in
miles
the
40
Santa
slide
over
the
increased
or
soul
$8,064,010
bill,
one
by
right to empSoy check weightmen
has ever regenerated
ing as they hurried into their homes house
has engulf and check docking bosses, as provided
which
mountains
Jemez
com
was
to
liberby
one
figures,
agreed
sredeemed
valuthat culture ha
and seized their children and
ed a large area. Natives are afraid by the ward of the anthracite coal
merce committee and will be report
tine, or taken envy, malice, pride, Jea to
ables in their effort reach places of
ed in a few days.
approach the brink of the sink as strike commission and the decisions
lousy or greed out or any heart?
safety and the stampeding of animals
and rocks along the edge are of the board of conciliation, and
trees
noon.
House: Met at
These utterances are not reactionary,
turned loose by their owners to seek
still
away Into the abyss. when so employed their rights shall
crumbling!
Resumed consideration of postof-fic- e
unless this world has outgrown Jesus
safe places, were some of the chaotic
bill which was
Large cracks are also opening in the be recognised and they shall not be
appropriation
Christ.
conditions that prevailed in Torras amended to
earth! north of Jemez SpringB.
lnterferred with in the proper perprovide $2,000 for the
"Our second lapse is that our syslast night when the alarm was sound- nearest relative of each of the three
The entire range) consists of ex- formance of their
work; provided
ed that the levee at the Junction of American sea post mail clerks lost tem is not being worked as it former- tinct volcanoes, which were active In they do not interfere with the proper
Certain distinctive parts recent
ly was.
the Old and Mississippi rivers had In the Titanic wreck.
geological times and has many operation of the colliery.
been
abandoned; others modified hot, sulphur. Iron and other mineral
have
given way.
"For the purpose of facilitating the
Passed postoffice appropriation bill'
noxious to our pastoral
Innovations,
flows
and
that
lava
Although it had been known that
of grievances, company ofconsideration
of
destroyed
executive.
spring
adjustment
Began
several weak spots had developed, leglslatlve and judicial appropriation as well as our supervlslonal methods, prehistoric cities and cliff dwellings. ficials at each mine shall meet with
intervened to the hurt of both."
little attention had been paid to this djh
The weather bureau also reports an the grievance committee oi employes
The report condemned the practice unprecedented snowfall of two to four and prepare a statement setting forth
Merchant marine committee formal- by the citizens of Torras and they
were caught unprepared. Within a iy reported Alexander bill to equip that was said to have grown up in feet in that same section and a rise the rates of compensation paid for
few minutes after the break had be-- all American vessels with lifeboats certain churches of calling in evan of a foot in the Jemez every night each item of work under the provl- sufficient to care for all human life gellsts to carry on revival services the past two weeks from the snow
aboard.
as against the former custom which melting during the day.
( Continued from Page Four).
(Contalnued on Page Four)
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world is Impossible in the present
state of civilization; hence the provision, for using the joint armaments
of the five great powers who may first
BILIOUSNESS AND CONSTIPATION agree to enter the pact, and of other
powers who may subsequently join
It, for the purpose of absolutely guarTHIS GENTLE, EFFECTIVE FRUIT LAXATIVE THOROUGHLY CLEANS
teemR at a minlmum cogt the ces- OF SOUR
YOUR STOMACH. LIVER AND 30 FEET OF BOWELS
of wars through the world, or
sation
Powers
Great
Than
Seven
More
of
Not
Alliance
Provides lor the
WASTE.
BILE, POISONS, GASES AND CLOGGED-Uof ' vastly lessening their insupport
Be
in an Association to Endure for Ten Years, No Nation to
able burdens, reducing their frt- All
nH
A harmless cure for sick headache, a wonderful stomach, liver and bowel onencv. de8tni.Hven.
Allowed to Withdraw Until the Time Limit Has Expired
and tonic, the ev)ls. thug effectlng a tremendous
dis- cleanser,
a
for
sour,
regulator
for
gassy,
biliousness,
Each
With
Members Are to Sign Agreement Not to Go to War
ordered stomach, for constipation, in- safest and most positive ever devised. 8avlnK ln llfe Dr0Dertv. civic retroOther and to Recognize the Territorial and All Other Rights of digestion, coated tongue, sallowness, The day of violent purgatives, such RreB8j0I1 disputes, conflict, want, dls-acalomel, pills, salts and castor oil tre88 and agony-alw- ays
the unfailing
pimples take delicious Syrup of Pigs.
the Various Countries.
For the cause of all these troubles is past. They were all wrong. You TeguU8 an(1 aure concomitants of war.
in a torpid liver and sluggish got relief, but at what a cost! TheyThe author 8Ulng up Dy ciaimias for
New York, May 1. General HarTi-,ivmilitary and naval armaments, to lies
of your thirty feet of bow- acted by flooding the bowels with hIs plan tne8e dlgt)nct features:
condition
son Gray OUs, of Los Angeles, has accomplish the paramount objects
fluids, but these fluids were digestive
els.
.The p,an ag drawn ,g lntended .
we
each
drawn up what he entitles a "Dynamic sought; and for this purpose
toof
only
embody
of
Juices.
oe
of
Figs
A
al
Syrup
Figs
flrgt
Syrup
rational. Just ani
teaspoonful
Plan to Guarantee and Maintain Uni- pledge to the other, upon the honor of
act In a,Bafe. 8econd, fair and feasible; third,
which
harmless
waste
laxatives,
means
all
poisonous
night
each, that we will not go to war with
versal Peace." The text follows:
natural way. It does what rignt food absolutely effective if adopted by five
each other, nor will we permU other matter, the undigested, fermenting
Outline
on
would do what eating lots of fruit jor m0re leading nations; fourth, eco-anmoved
sour
food
bile,
and
gently
Five of the principal powers of the nations to go to war among themwhat plenty of exercise will do nomical in a marked degree as com
of
out
by
morning,
and
system
your
with
of
or
or
us;
with us,
any
world (or not more than seven in all) selves,
and bowels.
for
the
or
weakness.
nausea
liver, stonjs
without griping,
pared with the cost of the combined
could, in the judgment of the author but we pledge ourselves to act at all
old reliable and armaments of the world; fifth, while
sure
Be
tomorrow
you
get
a
means
thje
It
day
cheery
common
of this plan of action, Justifiably and times Jointly to protect the
genuine. Ask your druggist for the not pretending that It will completely
in- many bright days thereafter.
successfully unite in the formation interest, the universal peace, the
effec- full name, "Syrup of Figs and Elixir or Immediately accomplish
of
disarma
think
don't
Please
gentle,
of an international allance, to be call- tegrity of all the nations, and the
by ment, the plan strongly points in that
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the
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FIRST TRAIN ORDER BY WIRE.
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and decide all questions verBe,v' whenever danger clouds shall serious as to menace the integrity of segregated and neutralized for that and the Old Time telegraphers' as
properly coming within the purview appear upon the International horizon the border or borders of any contingu-ou- s purpose. And the pact shall devise an sociation to commemorate the sendof its authority, subject to the over- - 80 ,0WerinS as to make war prepara-rulinpower, or the lives or property international flag as its emblem, the ing of the first telegraphic train or
action of ithe congress. Thet,on nectary, with a corresponding of residents, citizens or subjects of same to be composed of a union of der in 1851 was unveiled here today
and adenuate increase in the military
military pact shall be the authorized
and the flags of the several participating It was from the Erie railroad station
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General Otis say of his own plan: It is six feet
ed into emembership shall be admitted possible event of war; and while these provision and supply Its endangered
high by three feet
three Inches wide, and cost ft.ooo.
upon even terms with the most favor- respective quotas may or may not be citizens or subjects residing or so- plan:
The plan would, of course, require The $2,000 base upon which the tab
ed original member of the alliance, the same (since the military strength journing within such internally-disturbeand shall have all the powers, rights, of the different nations In the pact
country- - But such arming, revision, amplification and perfection let rests was quarried from the Harri
immunities and prerogatives enjoyed"8 not coequal), this condition shall supplying and provisioning shall nev- through the concurrence of great in- man estate, and was given by Mrs. E.
not operate to prohibit the congress er be construed as warrant for such ternational minds
by the same.
acting conjointly H. Harriman. Th next largest conIV.
tributor to the fund was Andrew
This niiffnicA shall continue in f"m mobilizing for active service foreign citizens or subjects to Inter- for the common purpose.
It will be seen, first of all, that the Carnegie, who became a telegraph opexistence for a period of ten years 80011 Proportionate military contingent fere ln the internal affairs, either poeaeh nation as shall make the litical, civil or military, of such
from the date of its formation,
plan does not contemplate disarma- erator when he was 14 years old, and
ment. The fact the stubborn fact
who is said to have sent the flrs
less sooner dissolved by unanimous contributions of all as nearly equit rnally-disturbed
country.
XTV. The alliance may,
consent of the parties thereto. But ab,e 88 may be.
recognized In the plan is that com- telegraphic train order on the Penn
X. Four-fifth- s
of the members of
once having entered the pact and its
with other nations, not members plete disarmament
throughout the sylvania railroad at Pittsburg in 1852
associate congress and court, no mem- - the congress, acting together, shall be
ber of the alliance shall have the necesary to the delivery of a warning
right or liberty of withdrawing from or an ultimatum, or to a declaration
the same before the expiration of its of intended hostile action against any
t
life, except with the full consent recalcitrant power or powers outside-firsof
no
declaration
previously given, of all the co- of the alliance. But
ordtnated nations, acting conjointly war shall be made by the alliance
save upon grounds justified by its
upon the matter.
V, With the stated object in view, constitution, laws and declared
agree to Jointly use all our power Jects, nor until fair warning to the
and influence, hacked by our respect- - offending
power shall have been
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Millinery.

'ash

Goods.

the whole of the Spring Season before you,
and stocks at their best, is the most satisfactory time to make
your season's purchases.
NOW, with

Attractive Values in

Ready-to-We-

ar

Garments
of good quality Linenne, neatly and
tastefully trimmed and made along newest style lines, each
$3.50 and $4.00
A very attractive dress of all silk Diagonal, Pongee color, neatly trimmed with contrasting color, worth $7.50 each, spec- cial
,
$5.00
A beautiful variety of dainty and desirable Lingerie Dresses,
best ot styles, good materials, elaborately,
tut tastefully
4
$7.50
trimmed, ach, only
An attractive suit, we. tailorder from all woo' fabrics, satin
best style models, a suit combining
lined, good
both style and service, only
$16.50

"Peter Thompson" dresses

inner-lining-

Waists You'll Want
Neat, trim tailored waists, waists of dainty lingerie, and waists
of various silks, marquisette, chiffon and novelties all these
are here, all from the foremost fashion houses in the country,
all stylish,
minute, faultlessly finished and perfect
fitting, and all marked at lower prices than their high qual$1.25 to $4.50
,
ity warrants, each

Dress Fabrics of Unrivalled Beauty
Attractively Priced
Patterns in the most popular colors
and combinations, some in rich border effects, others in
small neat patterns, all exclusive patterns, worth $11.50 to
$9.50
$13.50, special, per pattern
Messaline s'lk, 27 inches wide in a good
variety of colors,
worth $1.00 per yard, special
75e
A good variety of all the popular fabrics including Serges, Cheviots, Whipcords, Novelties, etc., in all the desirable colors,
I
$1.25
per yard
A large assortment of plain, all wool Batiste in all desirable colors, either light or dark, 36 Inches wide, per yard, only . 65c

One lot of Foulard Dress

.

-

-

d

Z

nec-esar-

Sheer and Dainty Wash Goods
Fast color figured Dimities in a large variety
Moiret fancy Dimity, a very pretty and dainty fabric
Cotton Foulards ln a beautiful assortment of patterns
Egyptian Dimities, a sheer and desirable fabric

1214c
18c
18c

..30c

Lintelle Corded Silk, very popular
Marquisettes in c beautiful range of colors
Silk and Linen mixed Foulards, very rich and attractive
ings and patterns, per yard . .)

35c
50c
color65c

Las VodasLoaditva Store

S.S5osemotM& Son
Established

South Side Raja

1862

Round Trip Excursion Rates

EH

g

California & Northwest

,

Los Angeles
San Diego

two-third-

$45.60

San Francisco and return direct

SBOmOO

Seattle Tacoma & other points

$60.00

d

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27.th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.

inte-

EVERYBODY

-

ob-w- e

,

Reads the Optic

D. L. BATCHELOR,

Agent.

Em

There nev,er was a time when peo- with its good
qualities, For sale by
the real merits of all dealers.
ple appreciated
Chamberllan's Cough Remedy more
than now. This is shown by the inTO CURE A COLD IN ONE' DAY
crease in sales and voluntary testi- Take LAXATIVE
BJtOMO
monials from
cured by it.
are troubled
give It a trial

who have been

Quinine

persons
If you or your children Tablets. Druggists refund money if
with a cough or cold R fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigand become acquainted nature is on eacn box. 25c.

LAf VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

THURSDAY,

MAY

2,

''Hilts

1912.

been worked by the most careful
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MAN
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arrangeHealth Is the foundation of all good suffer under the present
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In
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Ended Seriously.
health and strength through the pe- with which they have asked relief
riod of child bearing. She remains a without result At the same time it
Rlvesville, W. Va Mrs. Dora Martin,
pretty mother by avoiding as far as Is pointed out It would pay the InterIn a letter from Rlvesville, writes:
of
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and
the
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tVind Cave National
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Inwhich have been pouring In from
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congress to authorize the establishIt goes to the spot reaches the cause of failure to comply with the claims of the public for improved, up
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exclusive of stock which represents mothers, and its use will prove a com- dignant commuters, Father Knicker- ment of this Wind Cave national park trouble relieves the symptoms, and
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a familiar Insight into the kind of the reopening of the
life that man like Thaw and White at Tres Piedra.
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R. O. depot

Chairman Burg of the committee
on ways and means
recommended
In the Senate Substitute for House Joint Resolution No.
17, on the Titanic disaster. He reported a substitute for House Bill No.

lived in New York.
The ease was
held up a a warning in a thousand
pulpit and rich women bekan taking
a new interest in their son. Thaw
was the spoiled child of too Indulgent
parents. He had about everything
money could buy, but he was deficient
In those qualities of manhood that
save many young men in spite of earPublic resentment
ly bad habits.
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away.
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He has been terribly punished, and if
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this lime on satisfactory proof that
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MAY

MURDER TRIAL IS

Chairman Llewellyn on the commit
tee on temperance reported in favor
House Bill No. 126 and House Joint
Memorial No. 5 be passes.
Chairman Cbrisman of the committee non temperance reported in favor
of the passage of House Bill No. 60.
Chairman Chavsee of the committee
on finance recommended that House
Bill No. 62, relating to fees for recording instruments in writing, be
not passed and that House BUI No.
to the committee
40 be
on ways and means.
Contest Cases.
Then came the long expected resolution to take the remaining contests
out of the hands of the committee on
privileges and elections. It was Introduced by Mullens and was put
through In double quick time despite
the protests and parliamentary motions of Blanchard whose appeal from
the ruling of the chair was not sustained. The resolution puts the contest in possession of tne house and
is believed to dispose of them in favor of the present incumbents.
The resolution of Mullens reads aB
follows:
That the committee on privileges
and elections be excused from further
consideration of election contests now
pending, and that the said committee be directed to report without recommendations all contests now in Its
hands, together with all evidence, and
that the said contests be placed In
the possession of this house at once.
The following bills were

aid of the police in the quiet searcli
for their daughter.
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chloroform.
merged
This latter fact set the
public schools; between $5,000 and
troduced by Holt.
ants
of
had
reached
authorities
safety.
to
on
place
theonew
a
working
to be taxed 9V& mills; $10,000
Chairman McCoy of the committee $10,000
to $20,000 12 mills; $20,000 to $50,000 ry. As a result of the official in- Three hundred women and children
on education, reported favorably the
15 mills; $50,000 to $100,000 20 mills; vestigation a physician was found In were placed aboard a freight train
Sulzer resolution, Senate Resolution
33
mills for incomes of more Asheville who Identified a photograph which had Just arrived in Terra.
No. 5 for a probe of the alleged school and
of Miss Hawkins as being that of a These were taken to a point below
than
$100,000.
book trust In New Mexico, but so
House BUI No. 157, by Chaves, an girl who had called at his office last here. Food supplies have been mass
amended as to enable the chairman of
June in regards to having an opera- ed near Torras by the government In
act
exempting new railroads, sugar
the committee and not the presiding
reduction and re- tion performed. Later the same phy- anticipation of a break here and those
officer of the senate to name the in- factories, smelters,
works and pumping plants for sician partially Identified "Boney" in charge of the work are preparing
vestigation committee of three. The fining
for Bradley, one of the defendants in the to give relief to 40,000 people in this
resolution was recommitted with di- irrigation purposes, from taxation
case, as a man who had called on him
HARRY K, THAW
six years.
rection to the committee to proceed
In reference to the same matter. vicinity.
Bill No. 158, by Lopez, to
House
The crevasBe here may slightly re- under the amended Resolution.
H.....-of Coronado, witl? Other evidence apparently In support Ifeve the situation south of the Red
'K. Thaw, who shot and kill
create
the
county
of the physician's
Corporation Commrssion Bill.
statements
was
County seat at Roy.
ed Stanford White on the roof of
to light and the result was river, but already the Mississippi
Chairman Clark of the committee
brought
House Bfil No. 159, by Lopez, an act
Madison Square garden in June, 1906,
30 miles below
on finance, reported a substitute for to create Coronado
that (the McCalls and Bradleys were from that iplace to
day, April 15, a
Is making another fight for liberty.
Its banks
New
has
within
Orleans
indicted on a charge of having guilty
Senate Bill No. 43, providing for em
holiday.
legal
Since February, 1908, he ha been
more
recorded
ever
and
than
water
ployes, duties and expenses of the
House Bill No. 160 by Trujillo, pro- knowledge of a criminal operation there Is increased anxiety for the
confined in the New York state asywhich resulted In the death of Miss
state corporation commission.
viding for elections for the removal
lum for the criminal Insane at Matte-awaHawkins.
The committee also reported Sen- of
The generaly accepted safety of remaining levees.
county seats.
When he appeared before the ate BUI No. 3 00 to
the secis
that the young woman died The federal government Is supplyHouse Bill No. 161, by Sanchez, an theory
supreme court Justice the other day retary of the state but offered an
under
the
Influence of chloroform and ing rations to approximately 90,000
act for the protection cf common lahis case received a severe and unex- amendment.
that her body was thrown Into the homeless persons in Louisiana, and,
borers.
h predictions as to the effects of the
lake
to conceal the crime.
Senate Substitute for feenate Mill
pected blow in the testimony of J.
House Bill No. 162, by Sanchez, to
W. Russell, superintendent
are realized, the
Miss Hawkins' death came almost Torras crevasse
of the No. 43, appropriates $7,875 for the ex- establish a
dry farming experiment on
Matteawan asylum, who said: "I am penses of the state corporation comthe eve of her wedding day. Sne number will be doubled soon.
n
station on state lands on the
was engaged to Hal Cooper, a young
unquivocally of the opinion that mission to date; $7,425 for employes
county boundary.
business
man of Johnson City, Tenn.
Baton Rouge Threatened.
Thaw Is still of unsound mind and per year and $14,i00 or as much as
an
BUI
No. 163, by Sanchez,
House
Baton Rouge, La., May 2. The
ha
not recovered. In the face of may be needed for traveling expenses, act to create the Coronado state in- It Is said that there was some objection to the match on the part of seriousness of me floods In Baton
that testimony there seems little hope the total being $30,000.
dustrial school at Wagon Mound.
rivof
went
committee
senate
into
The
that Thaw will be liberated.
House Biill No. 164, by Llewellyn, the parents of the girl. The parents Rouge and along the Mississippi
measure.
a
had
and'
to
whole
er
the
south
of
consider
north
when
the
the
first
immediately
suspicion
girl
attenThe present hearing draws
by request, defining the powers and
which was a.' week be here was increased hy a heavy rain
Walton asks Clark how many em- duties of district
disappeared,
tion to what was In some respects the
attorneys.
fore the body was found, that she today. At several points the levees
most sensational murder case of re- ployes get the money. Clark says
Medical Bill is Passed.
commission.
Hlnkie
had
to
left
is
that
eloped with Cooper, and, desiring are weak. The water Is two feet
cent years in America. On that June
The house then took up the calen to avoid publicity, did not seek the higher than ever before known.
committee could not agrejeJ on
says
thl
six
year ago
evening nearly
the number of employes nor on their dar House Bill No. 17, by Goodell, the
as amended and passed
young man deliberately shot to death
salaries, but the committee finally medical act,
Stanford White In a crowded theater.
of .ne whole on Mon
In
committee
agreed upon a lump sum for this purIt was a case of a young man having pose which Is $3,300 lees than the day, being first.
too much money to epend unrestrain commission asked for. Barth says he
Rogers again offered his amend
edly, and he fell Into habit of dissi- Is opposed entirely to the corporation ment to compel all those taking fees,
pation which ruined his health of commission because H takes away gifts, etc., for healing to pass
medical examination.
body and mind. White was no better power from the legislature, the pow- the required
was tabled.
amendment
The
hi
probably,
than
rates
tariffs
slayer,
and
to
the
control
er
morally
an amendment that
offered
Burg
hut he had accomplished something etc., of corporations, and opposed the
to respond to
fa
a
refusing
any
was
physician
He
world.
measure.
the
useful in
a
for
call
professional help be deemed
The senate in committee of the
mous architect and the monuments to
a
This was tabled.
of
felony.
guilty
the
over
commiswhole passed the corporation
his genius are scattered all
bill was passed 28 to 16.
Th,e
two
the
commit
as
bill
these
slon
feud
between
by
reported
land. The
House Bill No. 105, by Nichols, the
men was occasioned by Jealousy over tee on finance.
slave act was passed 35
To any one paying cash or
in full
House.
a chorus girl.
an amendment by Blanch
to
5,
after
trtaH
Baca
presided.
Clancy
sensational
Speaker
and
After a long
ard making it more stringent
well known Rogers
every 30 days, we will give
Thaw was found to be of un-- troduced House Joint Memorial No. 6,
House Bill No. 90, by Hilton, to
for
an
amendment
to
congress,
asking
oonnd mind, and Justice Howling
mark public roads with sign posts
a
Triple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our wincommitted him to the asylum. His to Schedule K, placing specific duty under consideration. The bill, passed
on
and
scoured
on
wool
the
shrinkage
old mother spent a fortune on the
basis. The memorial was passed, it 36 to .
dow. See back of sale slips for basis of drawing.
trial and since then has never for- aim.lar memorial
a
day.
for
single
Thlsj
saken her boy
d sometime ago by the house
once and become a regular customer
Commence
invested the case of Thaw with a and nnw
PROTEST IS RECEIVED.
npndlntr In the senate from
mlehtv pathos. Several times since:
N.
A
2.
Santa Fe,
petiM., May
where It wll be recalled. Both re
fcla original commitment Thaw has!
and secure
line of
you want in
democrats voted for It, tion signed by 34 residents of Marce-lin- a
and
publicans
of
in
court
the
In
hope
appeared
denouncing the republican majorshowing that the New Mexico demogoods FREE. We will sell you goods
gaining liberty. He has asserted that crats at heart favor a protective tar- ity In severe terms for having uncheap or
he was entirely cured, but the most iff. The vote was 44 to 1.
seated Abelino Romero was received
our competitors. Give us a
we
famous alienists In the country have
A petition from Red
cheaper
River, Taos in the senate this morning. A short
aid that he was still dangerously In- county, was read, asking for the oratorical battle followed when Mr.
sane. The present proceedings are speedy printing of the state laws and Walton moved that it be referred to
you for a steady customer.
of the greatest Importance to Thaw their distribution to citizens at cost. the committee on privileges and elecIn the fact that should he be con- A petition from Curry county. Includ- tions, which committee had dumped
sidered still a paranoiac ft will be ed all tlv resolutions adopted at the Mr. Romero. Mr. Mlera moved that
years before he has another chance.
city democratic convention at Clovts. the committee be discharged from
The trial of Harry K. Thaw for the Toombs suggested the resolutions be further consideration ot the Romero
murder of Stanford White brought In- referred to Senator Barth. Las Ve- case, which motion prevailed. Senato common knowledge various strange gas sent a petition against prize fight- tor Barth said it dla not make any
technical terms uch as "dementia ing, that used some strong language difference, as he never found the
Americana," the "unwritten law" and In It assertions. Vargas presented a committee had much consideration
"brain storms" The testimony gave petition from Rio Arriba county for anyhow.
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Federal Court
Judge William H. Pope of the
federal bench issued an order directThe
ing that the saloon license In the
case of Louis Napoleon, bankrupt he
CLEAN-U- P
Qfbb of Albuquerque came in
turned over to James Lopez, who purthis nfdraing from the Duke City on
chased the saloon business in quesbusiness.
tion. This was dons on an account
INGERSOLL
The man who does the
Mrs. Overby, wife of Santa Fe OpDAY
had
for
the
time
James
ing
the
measuring
Lopez
INGERSOLL
JUNIOR.
weighing,
erator Overby, left this afternoon for
was In possession of the business
the man who knows how
MIDGET
Kansas
City.
which was vacated on order of court.
and why the man on
Dr. W. R. Tipton returned this af- MONDAY, MAY 6, IS THE DAY; HENRY SHAW OF
EQUITY (Waltham) ..
THIS CITY IN James Lopez turned in $90 to the
whom everything depends.
ternoon
from
a
MARK IT RED ON YOUR
short business trip
TERESTED IN NEW POWER
court for the benefit of creditors.
Our responsibility is never
Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
to Watrous.
CALENDARS
AND LIGHT COMPANY
lost sight of for a moment
District Court.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Carleton came
in prescription filling. Every
Employees on monthly installments.
A suit was filed yesterday in the
in this afternoon from their ranch
Are you getting ready for clean-uprescription leaving our
4yrUcles of incorporation for the district court
by William Beacham. J.
east of Watrous.
store is faultless from any
day? If not its high time you were Mora Light and Power company have
H. Vaughn, John Pflueger, W. O. ConW.
H.
that
you may
Holly, a prominent attornei making preparations. Mayor Taupert been filed with the state corporation
standpoint
nor, E. E. Meier and h F. Stephens
of Springer, was a business visitor it and the city council have set apart commission by
take. You may feel safe
Joseph J. puss of agalns tthe New Mexico Oil and ReG
and sure if we fill your
Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
Las Vegas today.
as the occasion for a Cleveland, and Henry W. Shaw and
Monday, May
fining company asking tha a permaR. R. bird of El Paso was in Las grand and complete scouring and pol J. Franklin Hornig, both of this
prescription.
city. nent Injunction restraining the comLas Vegas, New Mexico.
Vegas today, having come in from ine ishlng of the entire city. Every citi The office and power plant will be
of
from
its assets be
disposing
zen Is expected to
Pass City last night.
In the located at the millsite of Mr. Fuss, pany
issued and that receivers be appointclean-uto
Mrs.
a
effort
make
and
and
Mrs.
T.
J.
a
great
electric
Scott returned
day
general
power and ed. Judge E. C. Abbott ordered the
WINTERS DRUG CO.
transmission business will be conyesterday afternoon from a short vis- success.
The work of each Individual citisen ducted. The capital stock of the con- company to show cause why a permait in Albuquerque.
Phone Main
nent injunction should not issue and
Fred Luan, traveling salesman will be easy. All he will have to do cern is given as $5,000, divided intd
receivers
as asked by
will
all
loose
50
be
to
rub
the
rake up
shares at $100 each. The com- creditors. be appointed
for Appel Brothers, is in Las Vegas
bish on his place and pile It In a pany will begin business on a paid
after a short trip on the road.
Lordsburg Power Company.
Elliott Barker, who is employed in convenient place in the alley where up capital of $2,400, which is divided
The Lordsburg Water, Ice and
the
teamsters
will
It.
can
It
get
city
the forestry office in Santa Fe, came
among the incorporators as follows: Electric
NIAGARA MAID DOUBLE
company of Lordsburg, Grant
Distributing
in this afternoon
from thje Capital be hauled away to the public dump Joseph J. Fuss 16 shares, J. Frank
filed papers of
county,
yesterday
should
be
to
see
Care
taken
the
that
lin Hornig four shares, and Henry W.
Agents
tJiiy.
FINGER TIPPED
incorporation with the state corporaWAGONS
Pete Borego came in yesterday af rubbish piles are so weighted down Shaw four shares. A certificate of tion commission.
The
will
company
that
will
not
wind
the
scatter the
was filed with the paternoon, ffom his home in Trinidad,
conduct a water supply. Ice, cold stor
Colo., for a visit with his mother, loose papers al over the city. It is pers of incorporation.
age, gas and electric power transmisrecommended that the trash be plac
Mr. Shaw and Mr. Hornig, who are
Mrs. E. S. Borego.
sion business.
R. E. Cameron is
ed
in
or
boxes
This
other
electrical engineers, are in Mora
receptacles.
Miss Georgia Bowen arrived this
named
agent. The capital
statutory
afternoon from her home in Trinidad, will make the work of the city haulers ready to commence work on the of the concern Is
IMPLEMENTS
Niagara Maid Silk Gloves,
given as $50,000 di
replant. Water power from the Mora vided into 500 shares worth $100 each
Colo., for a visit in Las Vegas with much easier. The city officials
2 clasp, Double Finger Tips,
quest everybody to plan at once to river at the point where the Fuss at
her sister, Mrs. D. W. Lee.
par. Ten thousand dollars has
White, Black or Tan, per
clean-umill is located will be used. Light
M.
Dr.
P. DesMarais, superintendent assist in the observance of
been subscribed. The names of the
50c
pair
and power will be furnished to the
VEHICLE
of the schools of San Miguel county day.
SADDLES
all of whom live la
Full Line of
town of Mora and the surrounding incorporators,
Niagara Maid 12 Button
returned yesterday afternoon from a
HARNESS
SEEDS
Lordsburg, and the amount of stock
Silk Gloves, Double Finger
country. Contracts have been made held
business trip of several days to SanR.
E.
each
follows:
Cameron,
MANY WILL BID ON with the majority of the residents of 25 by
75c
ta Fe.
Tips per pair
shares; M. Crocker, 25 shares;
that section for lights and the ven Herbert J.
'
S. M. Shaddock, traveling passenNiagara Maid 16 Button
MoGrath, 15 shares; Frank
ture no doubt will prove a successful
ger agent for the B. & O. railroad,
N.
Silk Gloves, Double Finger
R. Coon, 15 shares; J. R. Ownby, 10
THE BIG ARENA one. It is understood that the Mora shares; Don H.
was In Las Vegas yesterday a short
10
A
Kedzle,
shares.
$1.00
Tips, per pair
county court house is to be wired and certificate
time. Mr. Shaddock travels out of
of stock holders
Chamoisette 2 Clasp Gloves
lighted by the new corporation. The
Denver.
was filed.
&
50c
25c
per pair
installation of the light plant will be
Miss Grace Barker arrived this af- REPORTS THAT
CONTRACTORS
Supreme Court Docket
'
Chamoisettte 16 Button
a great addition to the community
ternoon from Wagon Mound, where
WERE LETTING IT ALONE
A Chicken hasn't got a lot of comon sense
The state supreme court reconor tact
and the citizens are enthusiastic over
Gloves per pair
50c
she is teaching school. She was callFOUNDED ON AIR.
Yet every time she lays an egg
venes on Moday. The following is
the prospects.
ed to Las Vegas by the illness of her
Lisle 16 Button, Black and
the
as
docket
prepared
Supreme
by
to
the story in an AlbuShe cackles forth the fad,
Contrary
father, 3. L. Barker.
White Gloves per pair 50c
Court Clerk Jose D. Sena:
Thorns
johnsen, of the firm of j querque paper yesterday, which statA Rooster hasn't
.f
May 6 No. 1432. Territory, Appelgot a lot of intellect to show
C. Jonnseri & Son,
undertakers, went ed that the bids for the arena for the
Hoffman ij Graubarth
lee, vs. R. C. Graves, appellant. No.
Yet none the less most Roosters
to Springer last night on a profes- Johnson-Flyn- n
match to be staged
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
1440, T. W. Andrews, plaintiff in ersional business trip, returning U here July 4, next, had been closed
Have good sense enough to crow.
vs. Frank T. French, et al., deror,
to
and
(The Popular Priced Store)
Las Vegas this afternoon.
that, owing
religious pressure
fendants
error.
in
But man the greatest
R. R. Larkin, formerly a resident which existed here, only two out of
Agents tor The New Idea Pattern
Santa Fe, N. M., May 2. Felipe
masterpiece
May 7 No. 1445, Las Vegas Rail
of Las Vegas, was in the city today, 12 Las Vegas contractors had placed Sandoval of the
Phone Main 104.
was
That nature could devise
and
Espanola
Power
Valley
way
company, et al., apstopping off on his return from a estimates on the structure, the plans arraigned before Federal
Wil
vs.
Will
The
Trust
Judge
pellants;
of
often
company
stop and hesitate
business trip in the southwest to will not be placed in the hands of Ham H.
Pope this morning charged St. Louis county, (trustees) appellee.
his present home in Springfield, Mo the builders until the early part of with
introducing liquor among the No. 1459, Justiniano Gutierrez, appelHerbert W. Clark, secretary of the next week, and all but one of the Sarjta Clara Indians. He
Before
ADVERTISE
pleaded not lee, vs. M. S. Wiley, appellant.
republican state central committee. Meadow City contractors have signi guilty.
8.
No.
1463, Territory, appelMay
has returned from an extended visit fied their intention of blading for the
Treasurer s Roceipts.
lee vs. Enos R. Hart, appellant. No.
to Santa Fe, where the executive contract
The
sums of money were 1464, Territory, appellee, vs. Thomas
It is expected that the"tlddlng ior receivedfollowing
committee has been in session for
REGULAR DINNER
this
in the office of M. Davenport, appellant.
morning
the contract will be close, as build O.
seevral weeks.
N. Marron, state treasurer: J. B.
25o
May 13 No. 1465, Water Supply
ers
from Albuquerque, Santr. Ft and
Harry Lorenzen went to Ocate this
McManus, superintendent of the state company of Albuquerque,
appellant,
of
other
cities
new
the
many
state,
SUNDAY DINNER
afternoon. Mr. Lor,enzen, who is em
as
well as contractors of Colorado, penitentiary, convicts' earnings, $783. vs. City of Albuquerque, appellee. No.
3So
Manuel Sanchez, district clerk of Tor 1466, First National Bank of
ployed by the Charles Ilfeld company,
Ellda,
will return tomorrow, making the trip have stated that they will place esti rance county, court
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State
fees, $15.40; Ad- N. M., appellee, vs. the Hartford Fire
on the arena. The arena is an
mates
overland in one of the touring cars
ams Express company, fee, $2.06; insurance Co., appellant.
A REAL OUTDOOR ADVERTISING SERVICE
enormous structure, being 350 feat
BARNES & RUSH, Props.
belonging! to the Ilfeld company.
Thomas P. Gable, game and fish warMay 14 No. 1467, J. T. Dearborn,
across
and
to
of
6J
the
rising
height
State Good Roads Engineer W. H.
Union county, road fund, appellee, vs. the Niagara Fire Insurfeet in the rear. It will be neces den, $125;
A. H, Harvey, district clerk ance
Smythe left this afternoon for Clay
$1,600;
Our Office and Studioill soonjbeopen and at
company, appellant. No. 1469,
to empfloy a large force of men
your Disposal
ton, where he will start work on sary
of Lincoln county, court fees, $59.90. the Western College of New Mexico
We
will help you make jour Store Front Attractive. We will
state1 roads north of there. The con- and probably to work extra shifts in
SHRINERS STILL COMING
Mercantile
Annual Conference of the Methodist
Company Incorporates.
order to rush the building to comple
paint your Name and Signs Jthat will belappealing and
L. C. Smith, W. S. Martin and P. R. Episcopal church. South,
Five of the six Shriners specials, vict camp and all tools for road build(a corporation.
SIGNS that will bring. Imore of the! business that
all
en route from the far east to the ing have been moved there, and work
of
James,
Las Cruces, appear as tion), appellee, vs. J. W. Turknett, ap
The arena for the Johnson-Jeffrie- s
should
will commence at once.
be
to you.
Smith-Jame- s
the
coming
of
in
Council
of
the
incorporators
the
meeting
Imperial
pellant
G. T. Gunnip, general agent of the match, staged in Reno two years ago, Mercantile
We
some
have
Los Angeles passed through Las Ve
the
15
articles
of
company,
No.
1472,
very cleverJlQeas for your business and they
May
F.
Benjamin
whlofh seated
30,000
people, waq
are yours for the asking.
gas this morning and the other train Pullman car company, passed through erected in 15 days. However, the ma which were filed this morning with Adams, appellant vs. F. L. Atkinson,
corporation commission. appellee. No. 1473, the Territory,
is due in the Meadow City this even- Las Vegas this morning en route terial had been already assemble! the state
from his home in Chicago to Los AnThe company's office will be located appellee, vs. Paddle M. Turner, apan
for
in California. For the
arena
ing at 5:45 o'clock. The first train
to attend the meeting of the
in Las Cruces under the charge of P. pellant.
of Aladdin geles,
carired representatives
of material and the erec
.
Council
of the Mystic assembling
R. James, statutory agent The conImperial
May 20 No. 1478, William H. Bakarrived
of
and
Columbus, O.,
thei structure here the contraction
of
Temple
Shriner. Mr. Gunnip was a nassen- cern is capitalized at $50,000, divid er, appellee, vs. Gregoria
tors will have from five to six weeks.
TrujHlo de
here at about 6 o'clock this morning
on the special train from Milwau
ger
ed
into 500 shares worth $100 each at Armijo, et al., appellants. No. 1480
The second train was the New Eng- kee.
par. $6,000 has actually been sub W. J. Amberson, et al., appellants, vs.
land special, bringing members oflhe
SUGAR CONCERN SUED.
scribed or 20 shares each, by the John K. Candler, et ux, appellees
Shrine from Sphynx Temple of Hart
New York, Mayy 2. Suit against
The Las Vegas lodge of the Loyal
three
corporators wfho intend to
May 21 No. 1481, Smith & Rlcker.
ford, Conn., of Palestine Temple of Order of Moose will meet this evem the Federal Sugar Refining company
conduct a general wholesale and re appellees, vs. Hall Brothers and the
of
Providence, R. I.; Aleppo Temple
ing in the Knights of Pythias hall at for $116,000 was ti&A by the govern tail mercantile business. A certifi- El Paso Bank and Trust company,
Boston! Melba Temple of Springfield, 8 o'clock.
The attendance
of all ment in the federal district court to cate of stockholders
was appellants.
No. 1471, Territory, ap
Mass.: Bektash Temple of Concord, members is requested an business of day. The amount represents alleged also filed.
vs. Telesforo GaJlegos and Ke-pellee,
NewN. H., and of Salaam Temple of
importance will be brought up for ac baek duties on importation of sugar
Barela's Assailant at Hodges.
llx Borrego, appellants.
ark; N. J. It passed through Las tion. A class of candidates will he entered at the custom house between
A man known as Box is under arVegas at 6:15 o'clock. The third spe- initiated into the lodge following the 1902 and 1909, a difference due to rest at Hodges charged with a
guilty
the recently disco red erron in th
cial which was here at 10:40 o'clock business meeting.
knowledge of the attempted murder
SMITH ON THE JOB
the
train
of
the
original
section
liquidated
first
was
the
weights.
alleged to have been committed at
George A Smith, formerly a resi
AACHEN AND MUNICH
carrying members of Lu- - Lu Temple
Stanley by John Cantwell who is a dent of Las Vegas, has been assigned
Fire Insurance Co. of
of Philadelphia.
HOW'S THIS?
fugitive. .CantweJl is supposed to De to accompany Governor
Colquitt of
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re near Hodges and news of his
The second train from Philadelphia,
a.nd His Superb Company, including
Germany, United States Branch
arrest Texas on a speaking tour in the capa
ward
for
any case of Catarrh that is
Statement December 31, 1911.
the fifth of the specials, passed
expected.
momentarily
Appolonio
vDe LEON and MISS
of
WALTER
city
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
expert
Smith
"MUGGINS" DA VIES
Barela the victim of the tragedy is now resides In telegrapher.
$2,470,162.82 Cure.
through Las Vegas at noon. The spe- Assets
Tex.
The
Amarlllo,
All
Liabilities
of
In the Record Breaking Musical
1,201,124.68
cial train bearing representatives
slowly recovering at the sanitarium News of that
F. J. CIlliXIvY & CO..
Comedy of College Life
place says:
here.
1,269,038.14
Toledo, O.
Tripoli Temple of Milwaukee, went Net Surplus
George A Smith, an expert tele
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none, muttering to myseir woras wira-jmeaning. The candle had burned
down until barely an inch remained.

ut

CHAPTER XVI.
The Remains of Tragedy.

of thus
realising suddenly how short a time
remained In which I should have light
wrapped in an oiled cloth. It was In which restored my senses. I know I
(Continued from Yesterday)
altruth a gloomy, desolate hole,
stared at the dim yellow flicker dully
though dry enough. For want of someat first, and then with a swift returnI
over
went
and
do
to
better
thing
CHAPTER XV.
ing consciousness which spurred my
one
of
lock
the
picked np the pistols;
I
was broken, but the other seemed brain into activity. In that Instant
rebelled at my
Entombed.
serviceable, and, after snapping the hated, despised myself,
Fsith In Claire Mortimer
1 had not suspected it; however oh
flint, I loaded the weapon, and slipped weakness.
tlous It may appear now to those who it into my pocket Somehow its pos- came back to me In a flood of regret.
read this tale, the possibility that she session yielded me a new measure of If she bad failed, it waa through no
of hers, and I was no coward to
"had been masquerading in an officer's courage,
although I naa no reason to fault
uniform, indulging in warlike deeds, Buppoge j woula be caUd upon to use He there and rot without making a
stern fight for life. When I was found,
naa never once occurreu iu me. Du. t,e anclent
would
.was so thoroughly feminine that her
ThePe wa8 utUe t0 examlne but i those who came upon my body
acknowledgment came as a distinctabout nervously, Upplng the know that I died struggling, died as a
p
shock. 1 had, it is true, seen suffi- wa8 Ma conTinclng myself of their man should, facing fate with a smile,
"etent of life to be of charitable mind. golldlty andi flnany tired by this use-n- d with hands gripped In the contest
yet there was that within me )?gg wercIge gted myself In the The resolution served it was a spur
to my pride, instantly driving away
.which insuntly revolted. She read all chaJr u waa uke
lug burled In a
this In my face, but fronted me with- - tomDj not a gound aching my every haunting shadow of evil. Yet
nut the quiver of an eyeiasn, nrmiy Btralned
but at iaat the spirit of where should I turn? To what end
should I devote my energies? It was
hand.
her
withdrawing
depression vanished, and my mind be"It la easy to perceive your disap- gan to grapple with the problems con- useless to climb those stairs again.
But there must be a way out.
proval," she said more coldly, "but I fronting me.
I gripped the old musket as the only
have no further explanation to make.
Heaven alone knows how long I reI am sorry to have you think ill of mained there motionless, my mind instrument at hand, and began testing
me. but I felt that perhaps you might ,lgewiiel.e( drifting idly backward to the walls. Three sides I rapped, rerealize my action was Justified
the old home, reviewing the years of ceiving the same dead, dull response.
"It Is not that," I hastened to ex- war thai had transformed me from I was in the darkest corner now, beplain, ashamed of myself. "I have not boy to man as though by some magic. yond the stairs, still hopelessly beatlost faith in you. But I was brought
The silence and loneliness caused ing the gun barrel against the stone.
up In a strict school; my mother was me to become restless. I could not The dim light revealed no change In
almost puritanical in her rules of con- entirely throw off 'the sense of being the wall formation, the same Irregu
duct, and I have never entirely out- buried alive in this dismal hole. I lar expanse of rubble set in solid mor
grown her conception of feminine lim- wondered If there was any way of es- tar, hardened by a century of exposure
itations. I am sure yon have only done cape, if that secret door was not to the dry atmosphere. Then to an
what ia rieht and womanly. Do not locked and unlocked only from wlth- - idle, listless blow there came a hollow,
permlt my nrsi surprise w m our out A dealre (0 aBCertaln jed me to wooden sound, that caused the heart
friendship."
take candle in hand, and climb the to leap into the throat. I tried again,
"That is for you to determine. Major circular staircase, examining the wall a foot to the left, confident my ears
Lawrence. I have confessed, and thus as I passed upward. The Interior of had played me false, but this time
(Cleared my conscience of deceit. Some the chimney revealed nothing. While there could be no doubt there was an
day you may also learn the cause of I felt convinced there must also be a opening here back of a wooden bar
my action, but In the meantime it false fireplace on the first floor, so as rier.
must bear your disapproval. However, to carry out the deception, the dim
Half crazed by this good fortune, I
we need discuss the matter no candle light made no rev?alment of its caught up the inch of candle, and held
The dim light
I could judge very nearly it before the wall.
longer "
position.
She sprang to the door, and glanced where It should appear, and I sound- scarcely served as an aid, so inge
out Into the hall, stepping back once ed the wall thereabout, carefully both niously had the door been painted in
His eyes above and below without result. Nor resemblance to the mortared stone. I
more as Peter appeared.
ewept the room in silent observation. did any noise reach me to disclose a was compelled to sound again, inch by
inch, with the gun barrel before I
"Captain Grant and the two officers thinness of partition.
with him have concluded their meal,
Convinced of the solidity of the wall could determine the exact dimensions
Mistress Claire," he announced calm- at this spot, I continued higher until of the opening. Then I could trace the
ly, "and one of them has gone for a I came to the end of the passage. To slight crack where the wood was fitfile of soldiers to begin the search of my surprise the conditions here were ted, nor could I have done this but for
the house."
practically the same. Had I not en- the warping of a board. Wild with ap"Very well, Peter; go back and as- tered at this point I could never have prehension lest my light fall before
sist them. I will see to the safe con- been convinced that there was an the necessary work could be accomcealment of Major Lawrence."
opening. From within it defied dis- plished, I drew out the slngle-bladeHe bowed graciously, and disap- covery, for nothing confronted my knife from my pocket, and began widpeared.
eyes but mortared stone. I was sealed ening this crack. Feverishly as I
"You have not given me your par- in helplessly, but for the assistance worked, this was slow of accomplishdon," I Implored as our eyes again of friends without; no effort on my ment, yet silver by sliver the slight
met
aperture grew, until I wedged In the
part could ever bring release.
"There is nothing to pardon to my
Yet I went over the rough surface gun barrel, and pried out the plank.
knowledge. I respect you because of again before retracing my steps down The rush of air extinguished the
trour sense of propriety, but we cannot to the room below.
All this must candle, yet I cared nothing, for the air
talk longer now. You must enter the have taken fully an hour of time, and was fresh and pure, promising a clear
the strain of disappointment left me passage.
passage at once."
"You will give me your hand first?" tired, as though I had done a day's
God, this was luck! With new cour"Gladly," and I felt its firm pres- work. I can hardly conceive that I age throbbing through my veins I
sure, her face brightened by a smile. slept, and yet I certainly lost con- groped my way back to the table after
Ww let us remember rather the sciousness, for when I aroused myself flint and steel, and relit the candle
danger, the necessity of concealment, I was in pitch darkness.
fragment, shadowing the flame with
and not delay too long. Walt a
I felt dazed, bewildered, but as my both palms as I returned to where the
major; is it true you absolutely hand felt the edge of the table I com- plank had been pressed aside. Howtrust, met
prehended where I was, and what had ever, I found such precaution unnec"It certainly Is."
occurred. Groping about, I found flint essary, as there was no perceptible
"I am going to put that to the test. and steel, and that last candle, which draft through the passage now the
.You have papers you desire to give I forced into the candlestick. The tiny
opening was clear for the circulation
at once Into the hands of General yellow flame was like a message from of air. There had been two planks
You may be detained the gods. How I watched it, every thick and of hard wood composing
"Washington.
here some time, but I have with me nerve tingling, as it burned lower and the entrance to the tunnel, but I found
an Indian who could take them across lower. Would It last until help came, it impossible to dislodge the second,
the Delaware tonight. It is not the or was I destined to remain pinned up and was compelled to squeeze my
first tkne he has made that journey. in the darkness of this ghastly grave? way through the narrow twelve-incJWlll you confide them to me?"
Why, I must have been there for opening. This was a difficult task, as.
Our eyes were looking directly into hours hours. The burning out of the I was a man of some weight, but once
ach other. I may have hesitated an candles proved that. Surely I could accomplished I found myself in a conInstant, confused by the unexpected doubt no longer this was a trick, a tracted passageway, not to exceed
request, yet there was something in eowardly, cruel trick! If help had three feet in width, and perhaps five
xhe expression of the girl's face which been coming It would have reached me from floor to roof. Here it was apparjpwept doubt swiftly aside. Without a before this. The day must have passed, ently as well preserved as when first
word I took them from an inner pock-ie- t, and much of the night. Grant and his constructed,, probably a hundred year
and gave them to her. The red party would have marched away long or more ago; the side walls faced with
Hps smiled, the blue eyes brightening. before this on the road to Philadel stone, the roof supported by roughly
"Tonepah shall leave within the phia. What could have occurred, then, hewn oak beams. I was convinced
hour," she promised, thrusting the to prevent Peter or the girl from set- there was no great weight of earth
pmall packet into the bosom of her ting me free? Could they have been resting upon these, and the tunnel.
dress. "Now step within, major, and I forced into accompanying the sol- which I followed without difficulty, or
diers? Could they have forgotten? the discovery of any serious obstruc(Will close the door."
I did as she requested, hearing the Could they deliberately leave me there tion, for fifty feet, inclined steadily
upward, until, in iny judgment, it must
Hck of the lock behind me, and be- to die?
My brain whirled with incipient mad- have come within a very few feet of
ing as Instantly plunged into dark- ness,
as such questions haunted me the surface; Here there occurred a
ness. I waited a moment, my foot upon
n
sharp turn to the right, and the
the first narrow stair, listening. No
advanced almost upon a leveL
sound reached me from without, and,
Knowing nothing of the conformawith her animated face still before me
tion above, or of the location of buildSn memory, I began to slowly feel my
ings, I was obliged to press forward
way down the circular staircase. There
was nothing dangerous about the pasblindly, conserving the faint light of
the candle, and praying for a free pas
sage, but with only the bare stone wall
sage. It was an experience to test the
to touch with the hand I was obliged
The huge
nerves, the intense stillness, the bare.
to grope along blindly.
gray walls, cold to the touch, the
ehimney had evidently been erected
beams grazing my head, and uphold
merely for concealment, and I maring that mass of earth above, the inveled at the ingenuity of Its constructense darkness before and behind, with
tion. I failed to count the steps, but
only the flickering radius of yellow
I went around and around so many
light barely illuminating where I trod.
times, pressed against the smooth
Occasionally the wood creaked omiwall, that I knew I must be well below
nously, and bits of earth, jarred by
the basement of the house before I
my passage, fell upon me in clods. AUnrlly stood at the bottom. I groped
ltogether it was an experience I have
forward in the intense darkness, feel
no desire to repeat, although I was In
ing with outstretched hands. The first
no actual danger for some distance.
object encountered was a rough table,
Old Mortimer had built his tunnel well,
the surface of which I explored, disand through all the years it had held
covering thereon a candlestick with
safely, except where water had soaked
xlint and steel beside It. With relief
through, rotting the timbers. The
I struck a spark, and a yellow flame
candle was sputtering with a final efrevealed my surroundings.
fort to remain alight when I came to
What I saw was a low room some
as Though Those Walls, the first serious obstruction. I had
fifteen feet square, the walls and roof It SeemedLow Roof
Were Crushing barely time in which to mark the naThat
apparently of stone securely mortared,
Me; as if the Close, Foul Air was ture of the obstacle before the flame
the only exit the narrow circular
Suffocating.
died in the socket, leaving me in a
stairs. The floor was of earth. Opso profound it waa like a
posite me was a bunk slightly elevat- unceasingly. I lost faith in every- blackness
I
ed, containing a blanket or two, and a thing, even her, and cursed aloud, hat- - weight. For the moment was pracmuscles
a
my
fear,
by
from
built
paralyzed
chair
tically
comfortable
nt
nwn
voice.
mv
MhnM
It
the
fairly
ln,
to enYet
limbs
my
trembling.
and
hat
limp,
coat
old
An
hung
harrel.
Beemd aa though those walls, that
no
more
was
to
forward
deavor
uuun.
push
neaa
oi
naa
tne
at
ine
from a
low roof, were crushing me, as if the
n a shelf near by was an earthen close, foul air was suffcating. I recall to be dreaded than to attempt retraccrock, and two candles, and beneath tearing open the front of my shirt ing my steps. In one way there was
none.
this, on the floor, was a sawed-of- f gun to gain easier breath. I walked about hope; in the other
a
With
small
fingers
with
eroplng
supply
and two pistols,
beating W.b bare hands the rough
at powder and balls, the former
Coornht A. C UeCurt ft

Co.
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candle failed had revealed It A beass
bad fallen, letting down s mass ot
earth, but was wedged in such a way
aa to leave a small opening above the
floor, barely sufficient for s man to
wiggle through. How far even this
light passage extended, or what worse
obstruction lay hidden beyond was all
conjecture. It was a mere chance in
which I must risk life In hope of saving it I might become helplessly
wedged beneath the timbers, or any
movement might precipitate upon me
a mass of loosened earth. It was a
horrid thought, the death of a burrowing rat; and I dare not let my mind
dwell upon the dread possibility. Slowly, barely advancing an Inch at a time,
I began the venture, my hands blindly
groping for the passage, the cold perspiration bathing my body. The farther I penetrated amid the debris, the
greater became the terror dominating
me, yet to draw back was next to impossible. The opening grew more contracted; I could scarcely force myself
forward, digging fingers and toes into
the hard earth floor, the obstructing
timber scraping my body. It was an
awful, heartrending struggle, stretched
out flat like a snake in the darkness,
the loose earth showering me with
each Movement. There was more than
one support down; I had to double
about to find opening; again and again
I seemed to be against an unsurpassable barrier; twice I dug through a
mass of fallen dirt, once for three solid feet, throwing the loosened earth
either side of me, and pushing It back
with my feet, thus utterly blocking all
chance of retreat. Scarcely was this
accomplished when another fall from
above came, half burying head and
shoulders, and compelling me to do
the work over. The air grew foul and
sluggish, but I was tolling for life, and
dug at the debris madly, reckless of
what might fall from above. Better
to be crushed than to die of suffocation, and the very desperation with
which I strove proved my salvation.
For what remained of the roof held,
and I struggled through into the firmer
gallery beyond, faint from exhaustion,
yet as quickly reviving in the fresher
air. I had reached the end of the passage before I comprehended the truth.
It opened In the side of a gulley, coming out between the roots of a great
tree, i
I was a wreck In body and mind, my
face streaked with earth, my hair
filled with dirt, my clothing torn and
disreputable. Laboring for breath, my
fingers raw and bleeding, I lay there,
with scarcely enough strength remaining to keep from rolling to the bottom
of the ravine. For some moments I
was incapable of either thought or action, every ounce of energy having
been expended in that last desperate
struggle. I lay panting, with eyes
closed, hardly realizing that I was indeed alive. Slowly, throb by throb,
my heart came back Into regularity of
beat, and my brain into command. My
eyes opened, and I shuddered with horror, ss I recognized that dismal opening into the side of the hill. Clinging
to the tree trunk I attained my feet,
still swaying from weakness, and was
thus able to glance about over the
edge of the bank, and gain some conception of my immediate surroundings.
It was early dawn, the eastern sky
that shade of pale gray which precedes the sun, a few, white, fleecy
clouds sailing high above, already
tinged with red reflection. I must
have been In that earth prison sine
the morning of the previous day; it
seemed longer, yet even that expiration of time proved that those who
had imprisoned me there had left me
to die. God! I couldn't believe that
not of her! Clear as the evidence appeared, I yet fought down the thought
bitterly, creeping on hands and knees
over the edge of the bank, to where
I could sit on the grass, and gaze
about In the growing light. The house
was to the left, an apple orchard between, and s low fence enclosing a
garden. I could gain but glimpses of
the mansion through the intervening
trees, but it was large, imposing, a
house, painted
square,
white, with green shutters. It appeared deserted, and no spirals of
moke ascended from the kitchen
chimney. Apparently not even the
servants were yet stirring. However,
there was smoke showing farther to
the right, but I had to move before
I could see the cause clearly the
smouldering remains of what must
have been a large barn. I advanced in
that direction, skirting the orchard.
and a row of negro cabins. These
were deserted, the doors open, and
two of them exhibited evidences of
lire. A storehouse had its door battered In, a huge timber, evidently used
as a ram, lying across the threshold,
and many of the boxes and barrels
within had been smashed with axes.
The ground all about had been tram
pled by horses hoofs, and only a
smouldering fragment of the stables
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month at O. R. C. ball.
brothers are cordially invited. Oe
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D
Condon, Secretary.
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house partly furnished. Very' easy
Owrlnler, Chancel lot
terms. Inquire 523 Sixth street
Commander. Harry
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Martin. Keener
r Records and Seal.

4r2Bt

For Seie

FOR
new A-- l fumed
uait ana leatner furniture and din
ing room set. Inquire L. C. Wltten
SALE-4strlct-
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. 1:15
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10 p.
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6:16
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6:10
4:50
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6:36 p. m.
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No.
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No.
No.

1
3
7
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9

p.
p. m
p.

n

p. m

ly

at Chas. Ilfeld

Co.

FOR SALE Buff
Plvmnnth
baby chicks, 12 per 100. Orders
filled till July l. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humboldt Kansas.

ni,

NOTICE.
Department of State Engineer,
Santa Fe, N. M.,

April 5, 1912.
Number of Application 653.
Notice Is hereby given that on the
4th day of April, 1912, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law ot
1907, Dawson Railway
Company of
at Paso, County of El Paso.
State of Texas, made an appli
cation to the State Engineer of New
Mexico for a permit to appropriate
from the public waters of the State
of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Sauz Creez, at a point s. 25.
23 n., r. 24 e.,
by means of storage
ana one cu. ft. per sec. and 724 acre
feet Is to be conveyed to reservoir
from creek and there used for Rail
way Water Supply.
The State Engineer will take this
application up for consideration on'
the 5th day of July, 1912, and all per
sons who may oppose the granting of
the above apllcatlon must file their
objections substantiated with affidavits with the State Engineer and copy
with applicant on or before that date.
CHARLES

D. MILLER,

RETAIL PRICES
MM
1,0M
2St
M
Less

mm. or Mors, Eaca Delivery
Eaeh Delivery
lbs. to 2,00
lbs. te 1,00 lbs. Ess. Delivery
lbs. to 20 lbs. Each Delivery
Than 50 lbs., Eaeh Delivery

AG

UA

20c per 100
per 1M
90s per leu
4Ss per 180
Mo per 10

2c

Ic.
Ibe.

las.
lbs,

lbs

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads

Are Best
Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among al
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

of those who

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

State Engineer.

(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)

J. E. McKeen,
1301
Cleveland
street, Wichita, Kansas, reports:
suffered from kidney troub'", had severe pains across my back, and was
all played out. I began taking Foley
Kidney Pills and soon there was a de
cided improvement. Finally the pain
left entirely and I am fully cured of
all my kidney trouble." O. G. Shhae-fer- ,
Red Cross Drug Co.

Leroy Thacker, Watertown, S. D.,
says: "I suffered with rheumatism
for over eight years, and it seemed at
times I would go crazy with pain.
Three bottles of Foley Kidney Pills
cured my rheumatism and I gladly recommend them." O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Co.

Poor appetite is a sure sign of Impaired digestion. A few doses of
Chamberlain's Ctomach and Liver
Mrs. Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. M., Tablets will strengthen your digeshad so severe a cough that It nearly tion and Improve your appetite. Thou-sand- s
have been benefited by taking
choked her to death. Mr Allen says:
"We tried many things without help- these Tablets. Sold by all dealers.
ing her when by good luck I got a botNow Is the time to get rid of your
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It helped her at once and fin- rheumatism. You can do .'t by applyally cured her. It is the best medi- ing Chamberlain's Liniment and
the parts freely at each applicine we ever used." O. G. Shaefer,
Red Cross Drug Co.
cation. For sale by all dealers.
mas-saein-

COAL AND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP

wholesale: and retail
Qm yyv C ON D ON ph-oEVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

LA

presented and It comee here fresh
and new In Its up to date brightness,
ahaolutely unsioiled. "The Campus'
haa a plot and a very decided one
which holdB the Interest straight
.
a
i
.u.uubu to me ena. me company
which will present the piece here Is
the original company in ita entirety,
every member of which having been
selected as the type of the character
which they enact. Ferris Hartman,
the well known star comedian has a
splendid character part in that of
"Bismarck" the college janitor, which
combines a charming bit of pathos
with a world of merriment. Mr. De
Leon. the young author himself, has
congenial roie, wnue Miss "Mug-;i8- t
Bins
uaies. perhaps the most
charming soubrette now before the
public has also a splendid role in
the piece. Roscoe Arbuckle, the jolly and equally fat comedian has a virile part in that of Fat." Accompanying Mr. Hartman is a large com
pany of over 40 people. The music
0f "The Campus" which is published
by the) Witmarks. is one Of the
lightful features of the play, and the
songs have all proven very success-witnes- s
ful sellers. The big song hits are
"
Everybody Happy." "I Leave it to
You," "The Same Old Love," the
s
Mr.
novelty duet, "How
splendid sons "Bafore You Are
Old" and the rousing "Pipe and Stein
Song." The costuming of "The Campus" is new and elegant and the scenic investiture is adequate In every
particular. Aside from the fact that
this is the first appearance of Ferris
Hartman in this section in years, it
Is a matter of great gratification to
theater-goer- s
that he comes in such
a fine musical comedy as "The Campus" has proven itself to be.

"THE CAMPUS" IS
A

DRAWING

TO ATAiT

Ferris Hartmau, accompanied by
r
cast
the other members of the
'The
will
Campus
which
produce
at the1 Duncan opera house this evening arrived this afternoon from San-- ;
ta Fe where the company played to a
large house last night. "The Cam-- j
pus" pleased the theater going peo-- !
pie In Albuquerque and Santa Fe and
the press of those two cities praised
the production unqualifiedly.
The advance reservation for "The
has been large and a big
audience is expected to be on hand to
the play tonight.
This new musical nlav Is one of the
cleanest and best college pieces so
far presented and while its atmosphere is that of the college still its
appeal la to all classes of people1 to
the person who has been to college,
to the person who hopes to go to college, to the person who has never
ucdu w uouegp ur ever expects io go
to one, the Interest In "The Campus"
is just as vital, because although it
has the college atmosphere It is still
vibrant with life, light, color and the
spirit of youth, so that it appeals to
everyone. This play has already
achieved a remarkable run and has
been a wonderful success wherever
all-sta-

j

j
j

dp-do,

Hart-man'-

INCORPORATION

j

day of April, A. D. 1912
HTJOH H. WILLIAMS,
fSeal)

Attest:

MAY

THURSDAY,

lease or otherwise acquire lands suitable for mining purposes, and to
equip, work, excavate, develop and
mine the same; to mine,
quarry,
smelt, refine, dress, amalgamate and
prepare for market mica, nickel and
talc ores; and to manufacture, buy,
sell and generally deal In all appliances and machinery required In connection with the above purposes.
In furtherance and not in limitation of the general purpose conferred by the laws of the State of New
Mexico, and of the objectB and pur
poses as hereinbefore stated, the said
corporation shall have also the fol
lowing powers:
L To purchase, hold and
shares of Its capital stock;
2.
To purchase, sell, dispose of
and deal In personal property of all
kinds;
3.
To enter into, make, perform
and carry out contracts of every kind
and for every and any lawful purposa;
4.
To issue bonds, debentures or
obligations of the company from tlms
to time for any of the objects of the
company, and to secure the same )
mortgage, pledge, deed of trust, or
otherwise;
5.
In general to carry on any other business in connection with the objects and purposes stated, and to
have and to exercise all of Ifca pow
of the
ers conferred by the laws
tSate of New Mexico upon corporations organized under its laws.

Chairman.

EDWIN F. COARD,

Acting Chief Clerk.
Articles of Incorporation of Las Vegas
Mica Co.
We, the undersigned, citizens of the
United States of America, do hereby
associate ourselves into a corporation
under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New Mexico, and for
that purpose do hereby adopt the following articles of incorporation:

n. President

--

1912.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest PeJd on Deposis

WHY

IT PAYS TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS

-

HVIN

The Ear Drop Hat Accentuates

Vegas, N. M
Morris
Oreenberger, E.
Las Vegas, N. M
Herbert W. Clark, E. Las
Vegas, N. M
ARTICLE VI

250

2500

The idea of
carries with
it usually also the idea of arid or at
least semi-ari- d
climate conditions An
it was in and for such conditions that
was
the Idea of scientific
originated. But almost every region
In America has lu "dry spell." Every
summer it can be expected in the Willamette valley in Oregon, once la
awhile early and sometimes Of long
duration. And when either of these
conditions prevail we hear complaint
of short crops. Irrigation has been
talked of and experiments are being
made. If may be questioned whether
Irrigation is practical for some parts
of the valley, but it certainly is practical to conserve the moisture y scieng

tific

aBaBaBaBaw
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,
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g

g

Underwood

Copyright,

&

Underwood, N. T.

Taking advantage of the present vogue of earrings, the fashionable
milliners have produced this ear drop hat. It is made of black chip with
a pompon ostrich plume Just above the left ear.
DRESS WITH MAGYAR
Using

BODICE SYSTEM

Cashmere for

d

terial, This Costume Will Make
Up Handsomely.

2500

d

EDWARD E. JOHNSON
(Seal)
GEO. E. LYNCH
(Seal)
MORRIS GREENBERGER
(Seal)
'
HERBERT W. CLARK
(Seal)
State of New Mexico.
County of San Miguel, ss.
On this 25th day of March, A. D.
1912, before me, the undersigned, a
notary publlo in and for the above
county and state, personally appeared Edward E. Johnson, George E.
Lynch, Morris Greenberger and Her
Dert w. dark, to me known to be

statements.

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

h Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goodn

WRITING

All busy women know the value oi
system, and every busy woman should

systematize her daily tasks.
In the matter of letter writing many
women are great procrastlnators. They
persistently leave important letters unanswered until the last possible moment, and then have to write a hurried
note, often forgetting to take up important subjects for discussion.
The best way to do is to have one
day or evening set apart for weekly
letter writing. One woman reserves
Tuesday morning for this purpose, and
she allows none but the most pressing duties to interfere with her writWhile reading a letter she will jot
down any particular thing she wants
to mention in the reply on the back
of the envelope, place it in the letter
rack on her desk, and, when Tuesday comes, has all the week's corre-

spondence ready for answering
her. If during the interim of
the receipt and answering of a letter
she thinks of any point she wishes to
discuss, that, too, is noted on the enhe-fo-

velope.

With this system letter writing is
a real pleasure one that is looked
forward to every week with keen in
terest.

Important Operation After Land Hat
Been Plowed to Prevent Moisture Evaporation.
After the land haa been so well
that the rains can enter easily, the next operation of importance
n dry farming is the making and
maintaining of a soil mulch over the
ground to prevent the evaporation ot
water from the soil. For this pur
pose some form of barrow., la,.
commonly used. The oldest and best
known harrow is the ordinary smoothIns: harrow, which is composed of ii
or steel teeth of various shapes se.
In a suitable frame.
For dry-farpurposes the implement must be so
made as to enable the farmer to set
the harrow teeth to slant backward
and forward. It frequently happens
that In the spring the grain is too
thick for the moisture in the soil, and
It then becomes necessary to tear out
ome of the young plants. For thlt
are set
purpose the harrow teeth
straight, or forward, and the crop
can then be thinned effectively. At
other times it may be observed in the
spring that the rains and winds have
led to the formation of a crust over
the soil, which must be broken to let
the plants have
full
freedom ot
growth and development. This is accomplished by slanting the harrow
teeth backward, and the crust may
y
then be broken without serious
to the plants.
plowed

-

DOES AWAY WITH THE CORSET
Experiment of French Modiste That Is
in the Nature of a Sartorial
Revolution,
A very famous French modiste has
started a revolution of a sartorial order by making gowns which are to be
worn without any kind of a corset.
wom"But," exclaims the
an, "it is an impossibility to wear such
a gown!
The figure will appear loose
and untidy, the gowns will not fit, and
the appearance will be ruined by such
a preposterous fashion."
Nothing of the sort The gowns
are veritable gems of beauty in which
the models look more chic than in the
styles which need a corset. Now, how
is this accomplished?
The modiste who is responsible foi
this fashion, being an artist as well as
a dressmaker, set about to study the
natural lines of the feminine figure
with the purpose of evolving a fashion which need not confine its grace
and beauty. All the gowns hang from
the shoulders and with none of the un
which marked
graceful bulklness
gowns of this kind years ago.

Make the potato patch a business.
This should be a great spring for

well-dresse- d

I hereby certify that this instrument was filed for record on the 11th
day of April A. D. 1912 at 11:30 o'clock a. m. and was duly recorded In
Book 1 of Articles of Incorporations
sleeve
are of brown and
page 285 on this 11th day of April, cream trimmings
striped satin; yoke of piece
A. D. 1912.
s
lace and
of coarse meshWtines my hand and seal of office ed net over cream nlnon.
Hat of brown stretched velvet, lined
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court and Ex- - and trimmed with cream satin.
Materials required for the dress:
Offlcio Recorder.
5 yards 46 inches wide, 1
yard satin 22
yard lace 18 inches
It wouhj surprise you to know of Inches wide,
yard striped silk,
yard net
the great good that is being done by wide,
yard fringe.
Chamberlain's Tablets. Darius Dow- 18 inches wide,
ney, of Newberg Junction,
N. B.,
Reversible Hats.
writes, "My wife has been using
Reversible hats have come to keep
Chamberlain's Tablets and finds them
very effectual and doing her lots of company with reversible coats. They
good." If you have any trouble with are the newest novelty In the millinery
your stomach o- - bowels give them a shops, and are so arranged that each
hat may be worn In fine weather or In
trial. For sale by all dealers.
wet weather. In other words, one side
Henry Ferris, Hadar, Nebr., is the Is suitable only for flue weather and
father of ten children and for the past the other side can withstand the rain
20 years has used Foley's Honey and and snow. The hats are adapted speTar Compound with the best of re- cially for traveling, walking in the
sults. He tells us: "I think Foley's country or even for riding and drivHoney and Tar Compound is the best ing. They are made of straw, neatly
The straw is excough medicine in the world for I lined throughout
have used it for the past 20 years and tremely pliable and bears turning,
can recommend it to anyone needing folding and twisting to an unusual exa cough remedy." O. G. Shaefer, Red tent. The trimming consists of a
Cross Drug Co.
large buckle and a rosette.
under-sleeve-

2

LETTER

ing.

the same persons described in and
who executed the foregoing instru
ment, and acknowledged that they
signed, sealed and executed the same
as their free act and deed
Witness my hand and notarial seal
the day and year in this certificate
fist above written.
(Seal) KATHERINE G. SULLIVAN
Notary Public.
My commission expires Jan. 10, 1916
No. 7149
Endorsed:
Cor. Rec'd
Vol. 6 Page 160. Articles of
Incorpo
ration of Las Vegas Mica Co. Filed
in office of State Corporation Com
mission April 1, 1912; 9 a. m. George
W. Armijo, Clerk.
Compared E. D.
L. to J. J. O.
State of New Mexico

3 re.

MAINTENANCE OF SOIL MULCH
IN

Busy Woman Will Find It Saves Tims
and Prevents Too Frequent Neglect
of Correspondence.

Ma-

County of San Miguel, ss.

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod- uct. but has put his personality and reputation behind his

methods.

The basic principles of this system
ire simple. To give the ground a
chance to absorb the water we must
aave deep plowing in time to receive
the precipitation. Many farms in this
naturally rich valley are plowed only
a few inches
deep year after year,
and a bard pan or cemented strata
teems to form, preventing the per
eolation of the water to the lower
itratas, where it can be drawn up
and used by the roots of the plants
when warm weather comes on. Tht
remedy Is subsoillng, or deep plowing
n the fall or also early in the spring,
!o allow the moisture to be absorbed
ind given up again later. Then the
waste of moisture must be stopped by
pulverising the surface soil and by
requent stirring to break up the
In other words a dust
capillary.
mulch Is needed where crops are cultivated, to hold the moisture for use
jf the plant roots.
The conditions w hich Dr Worst has
lescribed as applying to North Dacota seems to be much the same at
tome of the eastern Oregon and othei
leml-arisections in the northwest,
ind the suggestions he has made to
methods apply with
jtilize
squal force. But, as already suggested,
is good in regions where
f
:he rainfall is deficient now much
more cat. it be useful where there is
in ample sufficiency of moisture ta
ronserve.
The Rival Spirit, Portland,
d

The dress we show here is in
cashmere; down the center
front Is a band of brown satin with
250
2550
fringed ends; the left side of cashmere is cut in a slant to He over the
Term:
satin below knees. The edge is trim
rue term roT" which this corpora med with
buttons.
tion is to exist is fifty years.
The Magyar bodice is similarly cut,
In Witness Whereof, we have here and has a band of satin down front,
unto set our hands and seals this buttons trimming the left front, which
crosses over to waist. The collar and
25th day of March, A. D. 1912.
250

DRY FARMING

ubsolllng or Deep Plowing Needed to
Allow Moisture to be Absorbed
and Given Up Later.

Present Mode of the Earring

satin-covere-

LqlS Vegas

1

PRINCIPLES OF

ARTICLE I
The name of this corporation Is
"Las Vegas Mica Co."
ARTICLE II
Place of Business and Agent:
The location of the principal office
in the State of New Mexico is in the
ARTICLE IV
City of Las Vegas, San Miguel countyfi Capital stock:
New Mexico, and the name of fie
The amount or the total shares of
agent therein and in charge thereof, capital stock of this corporation is
and upon whom process against this Fifty Thousand Dollars, divided into
corporation may be served. Is William Five Thousand shares of the par vaSpringer.
lue of Ten Dollars each.
ARTICLE in
ARTICLE V
Business:
Names, address and shares of In

p

$100,000.00

2,

e

The objects for which this corpo- corporators :
ration is formed are: To purchase,
The names and postofflce addresses
of the incorporators, and the number
of shares subscribed by each, the aggregate of which is Ten Thousand
Dollars, the same being the amount
of paid-uSurplus
capital stock with which
the company will commence business,
$50,000.00
are as follows:
Names and
No. of
Postofflce Addresses
Shares Amt.
Edward E. Johnson, E.
Las Vegas, N. M
250 $2500
0. T. HOSKINS, Caihie
George E. Lynch, E. Las

Read The Optic

Capital Paid in

J M. CUNNINOHA
PRANK SPRINOER

OF

State of New Mexico. Office of the
State Corporation Commission.
It is hereby Certified, that there
wma filed for record in the office of
lne state corporation Commission .f
the 8tate of New Mexk!0 on the 1st
dtty of Aprll x. D. 1912 Articles of
incorporation of Las Vegas Mica Co.
(No. 7149) and also that the following copy Is a true and correct transcript of the original now on file.
In Testimony Whereof, the chairman and chief clerk of said commission have hereunto set their hands
and affixed the seal of said commis- gion, at the City of Santa Fe, on this

,

CARD
BIG CROWD IS EXPECTED
TEND COMIC OPERA
DUNCAN TONIGHT.

ARTICLES

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC

Wide Frills.
Immensely wide frills are among the
newest designs in Parisian neckwear,
says the New York Herald. These
frills, of the finest net or tulle, are
worn with collarless frocks, and they
are so wide that they extend well beyond the shoulder line. Not many figures will be enhanced in beauty by
this style of neckwear, and it will
probably not be popular except among
young girls of very slender build.

gardens.
Corn that makes 70 bushels an acre
s
will yield about one and
tons for stover.
One way to ease the work on the
Farm and make it more attractive is
three-fourth-

systematize it
After a cold night raise the sash
on the hotbed as soon as the sun begins to warm things up.
In selecting seed potatoes from the
bin it is best to take the smooth,
tubers.
sven, medium-sizeThe Early Ohio is still to be beaten
as a Kansas potato for early planting. Carmen No. 3 makes a good late
to

d

crop.
To be certain about your seeds buy
them only from a reliable seedsman,
who puts his name and reputation
behind his product.
The supply of vegetable matter ia
most easily maintained in the soil by
the growing of green crops and by
the application of manure.
For general or common use, caus
tic or burnt lime or ground limestone
are employed almost exclusively for
the correction of soil abnormalities.
Just because the soil is full of wa

ter do not think that cultivation la
unnecessary. Of the rainfall past we
know; of that to come we are not
sure.
Link Buttons on Coats.
The soil that is drained can be
Lowcut tailored coats of linen have worked
earlier, not only because the
buttonholes worked in both fronts and farmer can
on the soil earlier,
are fastened with linked buttons oi but because get
it is warmer than that
bright hued leathers.
which la soaked.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

KIQHT

May 9, don't forget

LOCAL NEWS

PAY CASH and PAY LESS

And see how much better you will feel ac the end of the month.

TAKE CARE OF THE PENNIES
And the Dollars will take Care of Themselves
WE SAVE YOU MONEY

On nearly everything you need for your table.

IKE DAVIS
The Cash Crocer,

MONARCH
JAMS and JELLIES
GOOD

-AS--

OR

BETTER
than can be made in your own home.

Only 25c per glass

Jm

H. Stearns
(PURE THINGS TO EAT)

Jefferson Reynolds President
Hal.'ett Reynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Davis Vice President

E. D. Reynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

3.

GO

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

LARGE

uuing it

Surplus, and Uhdividid Profits $35,000

us their Laundry.

Why?

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Because we succeed in
pleasing

our customers.

Our methods are
MODERN

At The Home of Quality

and

SANITARY.

CABBAGE

With a nice piece of

CORN

BEEF

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

CHARMING

HOS-

Washington, May 2. Tariffs file4
with the Interstate commerce com
mission cancelling allowances made
by trunk lines with
"tic
lines" must be observed by the trunk
lines and shippers or they U! lace
prosecution for criminal violation of
the Interstate commerce act and the
Elkins act.
This is the determination cf the
commission of a unique Mtuailon tbat
has arisen as a result of its iecision
of the "top line case.
The tariffs
filed with the commission by the
trunk lines cancelling the allowances made to the top lines were to
have become effective at midnight
April 30. Four hours prior to that
time, on application of some of the
top lines, the circuit court of Missouri
a state tribunal granted an injunction to restrain the St Louis Iron
Mountain & Southern and other
southwestern lines from cancelling
their through routes and rates with
the tap lines. Immediately Inquiry
was made of the commission as to
what tariffs were effective. In every
instance the commission replied:
"Cancellations took effect at midnight April 30. Rates filed must be
observed by carriers and shippers if
criminal violation of the Interstate
commerce at and Elkins act is to be
avoided."
Commission holds that no court
can enjoin a thing already done. The
tariffs complained of were filed with
the commission to become effective at
midnight April 30, tbe legal notice
of 90 days having been given. The
commission had exhausted its time
limit of suspension of the tariffs lu
months and they had to go into effect automatically.
It Is understood orders soon may
be issued dismissing pending tap line
cases. The matters In controversy
may be carried to the commerce
court, and eventually to the United
States supreme court.
d

81

617

After five years of faithful service
Rainey has resigned as sexton of
the Masonic, Odd Fellows and Jewish
cemeteries. For the time being Mr.
Ralhey's place will not be filled by a
regular sexton, though such a functionary will be procured at the ear
liest possible date. Mr. Rainey has
done good work as sexton, having
kept the grounds in excellent condi
tion.
A.

coming from between the
Bridge Bar and the Btore of Simpkins
Brothers on Bridge street this morn
ing caused an alarm of fire to be
turned in at the station house of the
E. Romero Hose and Fire company.
The team was hitched to the hose
wagon and the department was held
In readiness to turn out. It was dis
covered, however, that the smoke wag
caused by some smouldering rubbish,
which quickly was extinguished.
Smoke

FRESH

SMALL S GAR

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE

Douglas

507 SUib Street

LAKut

LARGE FIELD

15c per

5c per pkt.
FIELD

COb

N X

OUR NEW SPRING SUITS

Are Models of Perfection.

M. GREBNBBRGBR.

J

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. "Once tried, you will never be without an
of it.

ELECTRIC IFOlM.

Las

f

V-A-

Vegas Light & Pbwer Co

VA

The New

SPRAY
Great Cleanser and Polisher

For

I PIANOS

FURNITURE
AUTOMOBILES

An

lneqnaled Dvist Lawyer for

Wood, Cement and Linoleum
'

Floors

Let us Demonstrate this Great
Discovery to You
Applied with a Sprayer

jTcl

JOHNSEN & SON.
Exclusive Local Agents

RANG

Pumpkin Seed
'IV

STKRM &

QCHb&lkl.

SUNNY

BUTTER

AT THE

MtCHAfcts.

.

For Sale Seevral city homes' and
mountain ranches on easy terms, also
a good paying business for $600 cash.
The members of the Hebrew Ladies F. J. Wesner.
Benevolent society again lived up to
their reputation as charming hostesses, and the annual May day ball of the
society, given last night in the ar
mory hall, will go on record as one
of the most enjoyable dances of the
year 1912. Everyone who enjoys
dancing attended the affair last night
and the crowd was a record breaker
The floor was as slick as the top of
a highly polished table and the music
furnished by the Simison orchestra
injected the Terpslchorean spirit in
old and young. Delicious refresh
ments were served at tobies at one
end of the hall and a bowl of refresh
ing grape juice punch was well patronized.
Dancing lasted from 9 o'clock until
1 o'clock, and It was with a sigh of
regret that the dancers waltzed to
tbe tun of "Home, Sweet Home."
and a ladles'
A moonlight waltz
choice varied the usual order of
dances.

FOR YOUR DINNER TOMORROW

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

TRUNK LINES
MUST OBEY TAP
LINE RULINGS OR THEIR OFFICIALS WILL BE PUNISHED.

BROOK

See for Yourself.

Try a head of that nice

NEW

CROWD,

TO JAIL

TESSES AND GOOD MUSIC DELIGHTFUL COMBINATION

Doing What?
Sending

WAS AN

ENJOYABLE EYENT

"Everybody is
Capital,

In- -

A musical treat May 9, at Duncan
Complete soda water fountain for
sale cheap. White Kitchen.
opera house. All artists. Schubert
Concert company.
If you wish to sell your ranch or
For Sale Residence at 1016 Fifth
city property list them with P. J.
Wesner, 612 Lincoln avenue.
street. Must be sold in the next 30
days, also piano. Dr. E. L. Hammond.
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aed
in the wood.
Direct from distillery
The E. Romero Hose and Fire comto yon. At the Lobby, of course.
pany will hold its regular monthly
business meeting tomorrow evening
8. L. Barker underwent a serious
in Its station house on Bridge street.
operation last night at the Las Vegas
Hospital. Mr. Barker's condition was
The foundation for Charles W. G.
critical last night, but he was conWard's new home la nearing complesiderably improved today.
tion and the builders expect to begin
the structure proper at once.
The regeular fortnightly dance of upon
the Meadow City Dancing club will be
As A. Rainey expects to leave the
held tonight in the O. R. C. hall. A
city
temporarily in the near future
a
jolly good time is
large crowd and
he requests all persons Indebted to
expected.
him as sexton of the Jewish, Masonic and Odd Fellows cemeteries to pay
Doloris Aragon was arrested last
him at once.
Ben
Chief
of
Police
coles
night by
on the charge of drunkenness. He
The sisters of Saint Anthony's saniwas arraigned
before Judge D. R.
are making elaborate preparatarium
this
morning, pleaded .guilty,
Murray
and was sentenced to 10 days in the tions for the dedication of the addition to the institution, which will ocoity cooler.
cur next Sunday.
The grounds are
During the month of April 13 bound being beautified and an ornamental
volumes were added to the shelves fence Is being placed about the lots
Of the Carnegie library, raising the occupied by the new structure. This
a handsome
number of books from 7:30 to 7,352. gives the sanitarium
and
lawn.
enclosed
large
Eight books for boys and girls were
presented to the library by Pranoes
NO COUNCIL MEETING
Young, and the other five were added
Those
members of the city council
by purchase. In the past month, 1,162 books were loaned and 1,873 per- who were present at the city hall
sons used the library. Fourteen last night were filled with righteous
cards were Issued to new patrons. At indignation against the absent colthe end of April there were four daily leagues, who were sufficiently num
papers, seven weekly periodicals and erous to make a quorum an impossibCounter attractions and the
11 monthly magazines on the tables ility.
of one or two aldermen from
absence
of the library.
the city were responsible for the cancellation of the adjourned meeting' at
One "vag" and five drunks, a total
9 o'clock when the telephone and the
of six, which is the low water mark
had been unable to round up
for the past year represent the total police
the missing aldermen.
number of offenders arraigned before
The aldermen present were Mc- Judge D. R. Murray during the month Guire, Martin, Qulnn and Hays. - The
of Apurll. Of this number two were council
last night intended to consid
transient guests irl the Meadow City er action
upon the purchase of a
and were released with orders to suitable fire alarm bell to be installed
move on. Another was given a susin the ctly hall, bill posting regula
pended sentence of 30 days on the tions and other important business
condition that he leave town, as he The next
regular meeting Is scheduled
stated he would do. With but three for next
Wednesday night.
of the six serving short terms in the
city cooler, the hostelry was a lone- THIS HOUSE MUST BE SOLD AT
some sight during the past 30 days
ONCE.
It is the Idea of Mayor Taupert that
No. 1016 Fifth street. Six room,
better work can be gotten out of a modern house, 3 lots, fine outbuildpaid street gang for its money than ings. Let us talk to you about this
to keep a gang of worless drunks now.
and bums. Therefore in several casThe Inv. and Agency Corporation.
es the city officials have given hobons
or drunkards marching orders.

MAY BANCE

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

PLAY BALL OR

Three bull fox terries for sale,
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
1027 Sixth street.
quire
at the Opera Bar.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

2, 1912.

Fri-

Complete soda water fountain for
rale cheap. White Kitchen.

May 9.

Give it a Trial

the date.

Spanish dance Rosenthall hall,
day, May

Schubert Concert Co. here

Make a Start Now;

MAY

THURSDAY,

PUMPKIN

1--

4

&.

AND
$3.90

REGULAR RETAIL. VALUE,

LHtbSt

lb.

Pure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Mountain Home.

50c per lb.
5 lbs. for $2.00

Onion & Son
Perry
FLORISTS
SEEDSMEN

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour CASH

Phone Vests 121

AT

Boucher's
"The Store of Satisfaction"

tia.OO

dinner-warand our
as an exclusive design
manufacturer to
purchase enabled the
lam
We are charging partgive
of the coat to "advertising
and a very low price.
only ask you to pay a percentage of the actual coat of the
expense."Is and
of a beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated In
at: It
U in any retail china store. It ia
guaranteed by both
Quality for less than
and ourselves.
the manufacturer
In every sack of LARABEE'B Flour. Send us five
There Is a ooapon
draft, postaior express money order, and we wUl
ooupons and trie I n cash,
freight. Address coupons and re- send yon one of these beautiful seta bytne
tarabee Flour Mills Company,
mittance to The China Department oi
write your name ana aaaress nl&lnlv.
Hnaehinann. Kansas. Be sure
Tbe coupons In I.ARABEE'8 Flour are also good for Rogers' Silverware)
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.

We purr ha fid, several carloads of this beautiful

EMPRESS,
N-MILLS

8FARE

by

you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
Flour that makes Baking

Xlh

GERMA-

a Delight

GROCERS

Try a Sack YoTH Like it.

A

